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 1 . IAT [VRO IDUC IilON
 1.1. Purpose and Significan.ee
              '
       Recent!y, the problem on environmentai pollvttion has
becorae eenter of wide ipterest. In particular, there has been
given much attention to the industriai noise problem as well as
to the air poUutipn or the water pollution problem. In
proportion as the industry has advancedi industrial machines
also have been imp]?oved itXto efficient ones with a view to
making products much more fa-ster. In the woodworking industry,
those intentions brought to heighten the rotation spLeeds of
eutter bl'ocks or saw blades of machines beeause wood materials
were eut eastear than other raw materials such as metals or
plasties. And now, the rotaticn speed of the spindle setting
knives or saws is from 5 OOO ]?pm to 6 OOO rpm, and the one of
route? machines, in paptieuiar, attains 2o ooo rpim). Therefope,
the noise levels measured about those woodworking machines are
excessibly high. (ReseaTch workers r'epp]?ted that they extended
                  2) 3)from 80 dB to MO dB.) And this quantiCy tends to go up
exponentially as the revoiution of the spindie increas4)e5g.
    ' As was mentioned above, woodworking machinery is noisys
so that a prompt noise contyol is needed to them. However,
sound p]?essure leve.ls or noise levels which are the fundarnental
d-ata are almost ail measured at different positions in
dissimilar circumstances, and thus fu.t is diffieult for us to
compaa?e them direetly. The reasen is that the sound pr- essure
levels in itself is not a satisÅíacto]?y quantities as it is
dependent on the distanee between the source and the observer
                                1
as weZl as on the environment in whieh the measuyements are madg.
      On the other hand, the sound power levels emitted by
machines are essentially independent of the environment in which
the data are obtained. mphe sound power levels sre, therefore,
to be preferred as they can also be used to compa?e to each
othe?. The sound power levels, howeve?, eannot be rneas.urgd
directly with any instrument, but be ealcuZated from sound
pressure levels with formulae (see See. 3.4). Thus,we may say
that. the aecuyaey of the values of sound power levels generally
depends on the measurement accuracy of the sound pressure levels.
It will be' t•hought that to heighten the rneasumement accuracy of
the sound pressure level is to make desirable circumstances for
the rneasurement oÅí it, that is, to obtain the accurate fTee-
                                                                  'field or difÅíuse- field, otherwise, to exclude the envirommental
                                      6)faeto? by using the comparison method. .
      Though the ideal free field wiU be forraed in broad and
flat areas in outdoors sueh as gyounds or fields where are not
surrounded by any obstacle, such plaees cannot be given easily
in practice. Even if these places can be got, we rnust, in the
next place, have attention to disturbanees against the measure-
ment such as atmospheric phenornena (wind, rain, tempe?ature,
moistuye, ete.) or backgreund noises (the whispeve oe leaves,
the song of biyds, the noise oÅí men or vehicles, etc.).
The?efore, we vtsually practice the rneasurernent of sound pressure
levels in yooms.' However, in fact, rooms may have different
eharaeteristies on aeousties, beeause they have difÅíerent shapes,
 different dimensions or different finishes on theiy boundaries
 to eac"n other. EspectaUy, woodworking shops, which are often
used for the place oÅí noSse measurements,as the machine to be
              •2
measured is situated in it, have strong features to them.
Moreover, inside of it, many machines or raw,raate?ials are
arranged besides the machine to be tested, and they oÅíten
become obstacles against the sound waves radiated from the
source. Therefore, we rnust, Åíirst of all, grasp the acoustic
                                                 'characteristics of the yoom to be used for the rneasurement.
                         '
     !t will be the best choice to use the ideal anechoic or
reverbeyant charnber. But, it. is thottght to be a troublesome
job for the makers or users of the machine to rernove the
heavy and large one from factoyy--.,or wdodwokking shop--rooms and
to situate it in those test chambers.Åíor the noise.measurement
over and over again. Even if they could do so, it might be
actually difficult for them to have those complete test
ehambeys as it would cost a lot of money fove constructions.
we need not to have those chambers, but it is also true Chat
we will not get the gratifying results in an ordinary yoom
even if the data supplied Sor ealculation of the sound power
is increased a few nunbers.
     In this s`budy, the author aimed to give the better space
fo? the noise measurement ar6und the machine to be tested. To
praetiee this, the built-up of some new test rooms whiek were
able to be given in a common room with the ready manner was
planed out and exarnined.
                                                 '
     Parta' cularly, in this study, great emphasis were put on.




                                                   '
                   'It may be frQm the utct fi950s that--?e'seayLehr-werks on noise
problems oÅí woodwoyking machinery had appeared to give some
solutions in good earnest. In this fieXd, it were worthy of
notice that the works on pianing rnachine noise by G.pahlitzsch
and E.Liegman2i), and B.ThuneÅ}i5? and the work on eireuiay saw
rnachine noise by G.•Pahlitzsch and W,Meins. These papers gave
rnuch contribution to later investigations en this field.
Various re$ea?eh woykers had given valuable studies on wood-
working machinery nois'e probiemS not only in foreign countries,
bvLt also in Japan really in the 1960s. (Results of them were
sumarized by H.Sugiharg), according to the progress of
investigations an this Åíield.) But, there were almost no
studies on problems of measurement fields of rnaehineTy noise
or on methods for measurement of it. 'For, researeh workers
need hot have attention +.o the test environments or the
method for rneasurements as Åíar as the data that they got in
their manner a?e not to be eompared to eaeh other. Those
results are improper in the case that they want to eompare
with 6ther workerts data. Measurement results rnust be given
accoydÅ}ng to some standards foy noise rneasurement, or must be
used toy the caleulation of sound power of the source. In
order to give eompaveable data, following two criterions are
worthy oÅí notice: "Test Code for gi]valuating. the, Noiseiollrpi$sion
oÅí Woodworking Machinery,,' by.mu}CA, and'JIS B OM4-1976; t'Meas--
uring Method of Noise Emitted by Wood Working Maehinery,,' by
         11)H.Sugihapa and et al. . ,-
                                               '
      Studies on the test envirorments for the sound measure-
4
menC, or on the measurement methods of sound pressure have.
alrnost ali been given by acoustitians. 'In acoustics,
especialiy. 'in room acousties, two quantlties are needed to
deseribe.the aeoustie condit'ions in rooms, that is, reverberation
time and sound-absoyption coeÅífieient. The coneepV of theJse
twor' quantites was give' n by w.c.sabiriie22 sinee then, the?e has
                    .xbeen given theoretieal eonsiderations about the relationship
                                         • 13År14)15)between above two guan'tities by various workers.
      It is well known that the tbta! so'etnd' f'ield of the room
                                             16)is deseribed by so--caUed "Beranekts formula". This formula
          'is led cn the following assumption; the total sound field
within enciosure is produced by the energy denSity oÅí the di?eet
field, and by that of the reverberant field. And then, theye
is a eertain relation between the energy denstty and the sound
pressure. The appMcability to the praetical use of this
formula which gives the sound pressure distribution of the
                            17)
reom was exaLmined by Y.Ogawa. ,
      The sound field in the anechoic and in the ]?everberant
room faZls on the case that the reverberant sound field term
or the direet sound field term of the "Beranekts formulai' was
                                                'neglected. Results of studies on various problems gtsexk at
the eonstruetion of these sn. eeial ]?ooms have been ax)yanged
in,'"bToise and Noise Control, VoLune.1, Chapte]? 4" by M.J.Crockerb
            18) 'and A.J.p]?iee lnto detaiis. D.A.Bieis9)exanined the uses, the
limitations and the possible tests for) Åíaeilities of an anechoic
or a a?evepberant rooms.
      International Standards O?ganization (ISO) has published
six standai?ds i07)Zifi).2.23)2733264)2o5&tlining different methods oÅ}" sound
                                     'power detemmination. [the fiipst three standards deal wtth
5
measurements in a diÅíÅíuse field whUe the last three are for
                                           'free field environment. These standai?ds are elassified into
three sections; preeision, eng.eneering and survey methods.
ISO standards have an agreement with the measurement accuraey
                          . . 26)Åíor eaeh method, and that is novel in standards. !n lnter-
national Conference on Noise Control Engineering 1978, a few
wor2k7)s28--)on the raeasu]?ement of sound power oÅí the source aecording
                                                                   'to these !SO standards were reported.
      Many experiments and results on noise measurement problems
were refeTenced Åíor the determination of these standards. In
them, researchers on acousti' cs seemed to have much interest in
the field of measu]?ements in reverberant rooms, tmd in situ
           29)
measurements.
      D. A. Bi ei 9s) said about the di re cti vi ty of the souree whi ch
could be measured only in the free Åíield conditions (or in the
anechoic rooms) as follows: !fFor the purpose of noise eontrol,
information about directivity may be reasonably well known
from other souyces or it may be unimportant. Thus, the?e ai?e
many instanees in which the measurement of sound power alone
is quite suftieient, and information about the soupeeSs
                                                                30)direction-al prope?ties is oin little or no coneern." P.K.Baade?
     'also, commented to the free Åíield measurement as follows:
t,Measurements in the f]?ee field provide not oniy acoustie
power speetra but.also direetivity information. The Åíacility
and test effort, however, are relatively costly and hard to
 justify since dii7ectivity inÅíormation in usually not needed.,t
These two comments seerns to justiÅíy the unnecessity of usual .'
                                                       'use of' fpaa)ee field conditions.
                                             '
       On the measurement problem of sound powe]? in
6
reverberant fields, acoustieians we?e espeeially eonce3?ned to
the diffusio3n/)in the room caused by the exeitation of pnme tone
or very narrow band noise. Bec.avtse the number gf norynaX modes
of vibration in the yoom decreases as the Åí?equeney of the
sound emitted becomes low, there could not be given good
difÅíusion in 'those frequencies, especially in ease of pure•
tone or narrow band noise. And so, the outpvtt of the sou?ee
                                                  32) 33)
could not be pronouneed exactly in lower frequencies. Foy the
                                                     'improvement of difÅíuseness in the reverbeyant rooms, reseayehes
                                                34) 35År
on rotational diffusers were studied by D.Lubrnan, C.E.Ebbing,
         36)T.J.Schltz and et al.
                                                       '
      Another subjeet that they had been interested in was to
                                       37)38) 39)
make noise measurements dÅí rna'chines in situ.' (By"in situ"is
meant that the machine is "in the natural or original position.
rt ) [Nais subject would be important to the field of the noise
measurement on woodworking machinery, beeause these rnachines
are relatively large and heavy and those are not so easy to
1-e"'moved from their original places.
      Subjects on the determinatjon of sound powe]? of the
                       'noise souree are almost aU concern.ed to the measu]?ement.in
the anechoie or the reverberant room. In thera, a ferN works
'
ame.seen--on the deterrnination •in the ordina?y rooms sueh as
the facto]?y, the ofÅíice. i76]? exarnpie, R.J.wens and F.}g.wien80r)
reported the yesults on the determination of sound powey by
eomparison methods using the veeferenee sound source in
                         'ordinary spaces. But, one'.needs the.reÅíerence sound source
                                                              'or the equivaXent souree the sound power of whieh is known,
when one'use this eornparison method. Therefore, this method
would be 'equal to the free-fieid measurement method or the
7
reverberant-field measurement method finally, if one has not
been given any sound source to be referenced.
41)
And more, J.B.Moreland showed the same method as was
used in this study for the measurement of sound distributions,
though the theme was another. The result presented by him was
referenced as one of the few examples that were measured in·· the
ordinary room space.
1.3. Outline of the study
As was stated in above section, various studies have been
given on problems of the sound power determination. But very
few studies have existed on the measurement in ordinary rooms
or ready test rooms. It seems that the study on the noise
measurement in those environments is important. For, almost
all measurements are practiced in such acoustically undesirable
environments and therefore results measured in those test
environments have not all utility when they are used-for
calculation of sound power.
This study was begun for the necessity of the recommended
test room that was constructed for the improvement of the test
enviroD..-rnent with ready manner and with low costs.
In this section, the outline of this study is summarized
briefly.
In chapter 2, prob1.ems on the measurement of the sound
pressure in the common room for the determination of the sound
power were revealed, and the necessity of new environmentc:for<
noise measurement test to be able to give more desiraele
8
results is pointed out. For the purpose of getting useful
                                          'gnviromment for testS, some special test spaee or rooms were
buUt up with easy manner in the original roQm, that is, in
                               .
                                                'the woodworking shop-room, and acoustic characteristies of
those environments were investigated.
      In seetion 2.a, the woodworking shop-room was tested
for an example of the common rooms'.for noise measurernents.
From the measurement results of sound distribution using some
woodworking maehines as the sound source, it was pointed out
that the undesirable wave forms of sound pressure levels on
distributions were seen in the room. This phenomenon was
investigated more carefully using architeetural acoustical
methods, and the neeessity of the construction of desimable
test Tooms was suggested.
                                              '
      In section 2.2, the results of the measurement in the
space surrounded with two kinds. of cloth eurtains chosen
along above demands were dese?ibed. "ihis test Space had not
so large sound absorptien, and was not so compZetely isolated
with outer space, i.e., the woodworking shop room space, it
                           'could rtot become the useÅíul environment foy the nolse
rneasurement.
      Section 2.3 dealed with the aeoustie eharacteristics of
                                'the semi-anechoic test room whose waUs and the ceiling were
                                  '
                 '
rnade oÅí woodfibey mats wlathieh .s-gemee th. e Materials of semi--hard
board. This porous materials have larger absoyption than
eloth curtains used in previous section, so that, the space
'surrounded with this absorptive materials became rnore anechoic
                                 'than'
 that surrounded with cloth euvtains. But as the roorn
had the smaller volurne, some pToblems wex7e ipisen in it to the
                                         '
                                9
low frequeney sound. And rnope, the flooy of the test yoom (it
was not covered with woodSiber mats as the machine had to be
set ' on it) prevented the reasonabie distribution of the
sound pyessuye levels in high and narrow frequencies,.-too.
      Section 2.4 described on the acoustic eharaeteristies
oÅí the reverberant test room which laad lauan plywoods (7-ply,
a thiekness of 2.fi rnm) Åíor boundary walls and a eeiling.
Ahd more, in seetiqn 2.5, results wi-th the installation of
diffuse equipments, i.e., thin aluninum plates to cover the
                                              'waU and hard board panels to be suspended in the room space
                                                     'were discussed, because this reverberant test room had the
necessity to have much.diffusion on the lower frequency sound
o? narrow band noise.
      In chapter 3, diseussions were done with the results oÅí
the sound pressure level measurement of the woodworkintt
raachinery used in previous specia]-test- ?oorn$ -- Altdrtben,t-the
so"nd pbwer levels of these maehines were caleulated at each
other environment, and eompared. And last, results we?e
diseussed in details and the utility of these speeial test
rooms readily made aecording to the- air oÅí this study were
gualificated.
       Conclusiohs were summarized in chapter 4.
       The rneasureraent equipments and the measurement teehniques
used in this study were dealed in ,Appendix.
10
                    '
2. QUALIF!CATION OF TEST ROOIY[S CONSTRUCTED FOR NOISTltJi
     MEASVREMENT
                                                '
2.1. Sovtnd Field in Common Roora ---a Woodworking Shop--room
                                  '
2.1.G. Introdueto?y remayks •
      The sound power determination of the noise sou3?ce is
normally pe..'fosrmed in the room where it"-the ma-chine----is
situated. (The machinery soupce may be altered to the position
where the eÅíÅíect of refleetions frorn walls or other obstacles
is not caused, iÅí it can be removed from its ori,gina! spaee.)
Rooms used for the test, thereÅíore, are almost all Åíactory
spaces, woodworking shop spaces and so on. However, it is
doubtful wheth'er the sound pressure in these rooms distribute
theoreticaUy, that is, the sound pressures measured are sarne
                                                   16)
as that caleulated Åírom so-called Beranek!.s eormula or not.
                                            42) .So, it is not right to apply JIS Z 8751-4966 to the noise
                                              ee ÅÄemeasurement. The reason is that the item 2.3, ove 7.4 of




2.3.: Rooms must have larger dirnensions'-compareed with
      that of the sound source dr the distance between
      the souÅége and the observer. .
7.4.: (3) Large machines o? equiprnents (w] ose largest
      dimensions aTe above 50 em)...the distance of
      measurements muse be at least 100 cm from the
      •surface of them.
11
      If the room Space is not 'in Lhe fyee fiel'd condition, it
   '
                                           'is not suitable to megsure the sound pressure level from the
source in it. And therefoye, if svtch yoom is the only plaee
given for the measurement, iC is necessary fo? us to make it
more preÅíerable plaee for the measuTement by any means.
      In this seetion, the acoustical charaeteristies of the
                         '
                                                              'woodworking Shop-room, whieh is one oÅí the eommon test
                                                            '
environnent, are diseu$sed in detail through folZowing tests,
    . the sound distribution measurement using some wood-
      working machines as the source,
    . the sound distribution measurement of 1/5-octave band
      noise filtered from broad band yandom noise gene?ated
      by the random noise geneTator and radiated from an
      isotropic sound source,
    i the reverbeveation-time measurement oÅí the room.
    '
2.a.2. Measi#pemeRt of sound pressure level trom woodworking
          machineyy
       The plan and side views of the woodwo3?king shop used for
the sound p?essure measurement were shorm in Fig. 2--le•a a,b.
                   'Mmensions of' the room are 7.2 rn (width) by 15.0 rn (length) by
5.9 m (height). The voiurae of this ncern is approximately
42o m5, and its surÅíaee area is 3go m2. Boundary wans are
made of eonerete; the Åíloor is Åíinished with rnotr?tar, and the
 ceiiing has the face of woodwool-cement panel. There are four
 grass windows (a.26m x 1.72m x 4) and two wooden doors ( 1.85m
x O.96m•x 2) on the north side wall, which is the under side
                                             '
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            '
wall of Fig. 2#-1-1 a. (This side wall is designated as "B" in
this report. ) Therehangs the cloth cvtx}tain'(2.95 m by 6.8 rns
a thickness of 10mm), which is. made oÅí Åíelt anq tent cloth, on
the Åíront of east side wall, and which is. the leÅít side wall
of Fig. 2•-1-G a. ([Vhis side wall is denoted by 'tA"L) There is
one wooden door on the left of south side waU, whieh is the
                        '
                               'above side wall of iPig. 2-g-1 a. (This side waU is denoted by
                                                 '
"D".) MÅ}he west side wali, which is the right side wali of
Fig. 2-1-G a, and is designated as "C", has not any windQw
or door;. [ehese conditions of side walls are illustyated in
          '
Fig. 2-a-2.
      Direetions that the sound pressure levels are rrieasured
are indicated by A,B,C,D or A-B,B-C,C-D,D-A, and these
a]?e given according to above four side walVs syrnbols. For
example, direetion A is the one that eoraming right to "A't wall
from the sound souree with parallel te the floor. Direction
AdiB is the one that comming right to the edge fommed by ,tA,r
and "B!' walls Åírorn the sound souree with parallel tg the Moor
(see Fig. 2-t-3).
      Woodworking maehines vtsed as the sovtnd source- are a hand
feed planer, a single surface planer and a circular saw beneh.
These are specified in .a.ppendix.
                                               '
                                                        tWhen a hand feed planer is used as the sound source,
measurement directiens are slightly difÅíerent from others,
and those direetions aye designated as a,b,c,and d, as the
cut, ter-head of the planer is set on the frame with the slant
          e
of aO degrees. The]?efo]?e, directions a,b,c, and d aye diffe)?ent
from A,B,C,and D by aO degrees. These direetions are illusro
trated in Fige 2-1-4.
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            B. Wall (Ptan view)
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   C.S. : The eeriterof sou'rce
[[1ie measuring directions and the symbols.
The microphone was traeed through lines with
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The mea$uring . directi'ens in case oÅí
                  'Åíeed planer source. Thel-outtpr-head





      .Hpmtfdlnernoise '
      The sovtnd pressuye level (SPL) veysus the distance Åíreom
soupce are seen in Fig. 2-a-5. The cutterhead of the machine
is rotated with 2140 rprn and 34eO rpm. This eutter-head (M-
                                              -ameter: 200 rcrm) has eigip-P slots foth setting knives. In t"ne'
experiment, two slots symmetrie with respect Vo the axis are
opened anct othe]?s aref coveped with plastic cases' (eutter khives
are not attachedinthe test, see Fig. 3 in Appendix). The
hei' ,"s'ht of the microphone is 1.0 m and 1.5 m from the Åíloor,
and SPLs measured at the height 1.5 m are plotted with the
distance direet Åírom the souree. The horizontal axis of
Fig. 2-bl-5 is a logarit]miic seale. .
    •St;igngILgs[ggSagsu2;L{1 f lanrnoise -
      The single surfaee planer vtsed fov the experiment is a
lovanoise-type machine, which is covered with easting or thin
steel plates except the inÅíeed, the outfeed, and the dnct
openings (see Appendix). The cutte?-head ( Dia.: 105 mm,
Length: 400 mm, The number of cutter knives: 3) is epeveated by
the rotation speed oÅí 5050 rpm. Whe machine was seL on the
Åíloov •unde]? the eondition- that the infeed-oPening was faced
to 'iA" vgaU'. ResuZts wethe shown iiL EPig. 2-a-6. The horizonV"ai
'axis of this figu]?e repyesents the distanee from the souree . .
                                  'surface on a logayithirnie scale. Whe. height of the raie"ophOne
is O.9 m•Åíceorn the. Moor. ", ' ,
                                                     '
      Ci?cular saw noise
      pm
      A eivcular s'aw whieh is set up on the spindle of the
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                l
maehine is a mite? saw whose diameter is 255 mm and the
nurnber of saw teeth is 100. Measured results are seen in Ngr
ure 2-1-7. The halght of the mic. was O.9 m fyorn the floor.
                                                              '
                               '
                                                '
      It is found,'that the theoretical decrease of sound pyessure
level following knv, erse-squa?e law is not eaused in the field
about one meter dfstant from the source in the woodwoyking shop-
yoom. !n payticUlar, when' a hand feed planer or"a single surface
plane]? is used as the sound souree, SPLs take the wavy-formed
distribution to the distanee from souree. This wavy distript-
bution is thought to be caused by,low frequency sound
components-e,i because they are obviously seen in the ease of
planing machine noise that is composed dby.n,inately• Of lower
frequency speetrvLms. (Spectra of above maehinery noises are
shown in Figs. 2--1-8, 2-1-e9 and 2--1-4O.)
                                                              '
2.3..S. Aeoustic chatacteristics of the woodwopking shop-room
                               '
      ephe value of sound-absoyption in the room must be known
if the theoretieal investigata'on is made on the sound di•stri-
butions in the i?oom in obedi'ep-ce te "Beranekis equation'?. :!t is
gaven Åíveoin t]te reveyberapton timeLmeagu3ped in the ivQorn using
the stibine'equation#2 . . .
                                                     '
      Whe reveceberation times (T) and the total sound-
absorptions (A = S ctsab, S is total surÅíace area oÅí the yoora, ,
dsab is average Sabine absorption coefficient) of this wood--
working shop-room are shown in Table 2-1-a.
      The distance at which the direet and reverberant sound
levels becomes equal is given from foilowing t,ifgo equations,
             '
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ene-third eetave band eentevw frequeney.
The aveyage revge.).rbevation time of seve?al nuraba.rs
of data shosgn a$ folio'als; 125 Hzg 250 Hze"e20g O.Aes
500 HZee•15p fik HZe 2k' HZeeefiOs 4k HZ, 8k HZeee5e
This value was eal-eulated with 'the aid of Sabine
equation. See See. 2.le3 nete.
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             k't
Footnotes
M For a rectangula)? roorn a simple relationship exists
between the room dimensionS, lx, l y and lz, and the freequencies
corresponding to the normal modes of vibration of the room.
This relatÅ}Qnship is
                                                     "
      f. g (( ?x;. ,{IM;., \.;l g
              kX Y ZI
      nxp ny and nz = integerss Op le 2,...
      Ix, ly and lz = dimensions oÅí the roorrL along axis, m
                  c = speed of sound, m/see.
And the nunber of no]mial modes, N, below a particular Åíreqvtency.
f, is given by
           4rcvf3 7zsf2 Lf
     . N -- 3c5 + 4c2 ÅÄ 8e
where
                  v = voiume oÅí the room, m5
                  S = 2 Åqlxly + lylz + lzlx), the total surface
                                        2
                      area of the. yoom,m
                  L = 4 (lx+ ly+- lz), the sun of the lengths
                                                         '
                      of all the edges, m
                  N = nuimber of norrnal- rr!edes.
On diÅíÅíerenciating above equation with respeet to f one obtains
an exp?ession which yiels an app]?oximate value for the numbe?
of rnodes, AN, in the band oÅí frequencies, AÅí, which is centered
on f,
       Aig - 4rc v( f. )3 -.i rc2in( f. )2 +-g( f. ) Ai
26
      From above two equations, one could reeognize that the
lowe? the frequency and the narrower the bandwidth, the Åíewer
the numbe]? oÅí normi ai rnodes. Therefo]?e, the WoQdwoyking shop-
room would have filled by--only few normal modes when it is
                                                  'excited by lower frequency noises such as planing machine
noises. And thus, the spund pressures wetiZ'd-distribute wavy
with the wave-Åíorms of few modes of VibfoatÅ}ons exeited in
the room.
                      'ee2 The Sabine equation is repr'esented as Åíollows, that is,
           o.a6 v.
      T=
            S ctsab
where
                  v=yoom volume, m3 .
                  s = toxal suTface area oÅí the room. m2
                 ctsab= average Sabine abso?ption eoeÅíficient
                      for the whole ?oom
                              '
                s6lsas= total absorption in sabins (m2),




         2 WS)cQ
       PD = 47vr2
and
         2 4WPc
       PR = A(==s6Z..b) -"
               P,2
                   is mean square direct sound pressurewheye
             ip,2.
                   is mean square reverberant sound pressure
                         -
                        -
              W is sound Power
                                         '
               .p is density oÅí the acoustie medium (usuaUy
                   air)
                                      '
               c is speed of sound in the acoustie mediun
               Q is direetiv:.ty faetor of the source
               '
                                                 '
    'r is distance fbom souree.
                        '
      As
    .2 2
                                                            '
                 -x
      ]r' = ( Q• S- ec / G6 7u )2
                       'is gi:ven. The distance r is sometimes cal..led the critieal
                                      43)distaBee o]? the Radius of Reverbei)ation.
      In the woodwo?king shop room, tit is calculated that r is
fuade to fi.2 m at"f)equeney 250 -Hz Supposi]tg Q -= 1. This value
                                     di
                                                            'supports that results measured within regions at
distance about one metey Åírom source dre afÅíected by sound
waves reMeeted from boundarÅ}es.
           '
      Charaeteristics of this woodworking shop-room coneerning
                         :
the aistribution oxesJ sound pressures are investigated in detaU
with rcfiLndom noise. P.andom noise (white noise}''pink noiseV
                                     'ordinary useid in architeetural acoustics) is generated from
                              ,28
              '
the random noise generator, and amplified and radiated from an
isotropic sound source. Over-all (O,A.) and filtered 1/5-oct.
band sound pressure levels were measured (see App.3). The
distntbution oÅí sound pressuree levels was measured in foum.
direetions (direction A, B, C and D), and the result about
direction A was shown in Mgs. 2-1-11 and 2-1-12 as they have
the same tendency on distributions.
                                       '
      Sound pyessure ieveXs per G/3-oct. bandwidth were given
as follows, that is, random noise (pink noise) was radiated
from the source and 0.A. sound pressure was fUteped by constant
percentage fiiter (1/3-octave band pass ÅíiZter) and seven 1/3-
octave band levels were obtained. The center frequeney of those
bands are 125 Hz, 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1 kHz, 2 kHz, 4 kHz and 8 kHz. •
      !n Fig. 2--1-11, the sound pressure levels of 1/3-oct. .
bands whose center frequency are 125 Hz, 250 Hz and 500 Hz are
plotted as the function ot' distance from souree as examples of
low frequency band levels. The sound p?• essu-soe level at O.3 m
Srom souree center is defined as O dB. The value shown in"..
fÅ}gures represents the relative sound pressure level (RSPL) to .
the one at distance O.3 rn from source. The height of the souyee
ee
X
Vinite noise is deÅíined as the one whose frequency spectrum
is eontinuous and uniferme and whose spect?um density (or;
spectyum level) is substanciaZly independent on frequency
ove? a specified rang4e42
Pink noise is deÅíined as the one that has constant energy
per oetave bandwidth, i.e., each octave band eontains the
sarne amount of sound energy such that the sound energy is
inversely proportional to the Åíx?equeney.
                                         '
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and the microphone is 1.0 rn frorn the floor. Blaek spots shows
theoretical valvtes calculated fvorn Beranekis equationu Results
at 2 kHz- and 4 kHz--bands were.shown in Fig. 2-1-12 with the
 ' !n the lower frequency bands than 500 Hz, sound pressures
obseyved are different from onesj-that ealeulated, and the
                               'fomm of distribution is 'Navy. On the other hand, in the
higher frequency bands, measured va!ues agree with theoretical
ones well, and the wavy distribution is not p?odueed.
     It is necessary to exarnine vghetheM the values of sound pres-•
sures are same or not at the positions whieh have the satne
distance from source, and which a]pe in diffe?ent directions fveom
source. The reason is that the room has different finishes
about walls, and many obstaeZes are situated irregularly in it.
     An isotropic sound sowwce was used as the souree, and the
rnieyophone wa$ faeed. to the sarne one side of the source to avoid
the influence of radiatÅ}on characteristlcs oÅí it.
     Standard deviation of four values in four diyeetions (A,
B, C and D directions) measured at the distance 1.0 m and 1.5 m
from source (the height of the source ap-d the mie.rophone is 1.0 rn
) ape shown in Table 2-1-2 for each "t/5--oetave band (containing
O.A. values). Without the vslue at O.A., standard.deviations
va?iea within a range of G.O dB to G.7 dB at the distance of
fi.O iri f]?om sour'ce, and O.7 dB to G.6 dB at the distance of 1.5 rn.
from source. ephe eÅífect of frequency is not seen in results.
            '
                  '
     ResuZts were summ-ayized as foUows. And rnore, the approach
to overcome the problems given fortin were also mentioned in later.
                                                                    '
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1. Though the woodworking shop-room whose volume is not so
small as the room used for the place of noise measureraent, the
regions blithin gbout-one rneter from souree are already affected
by sound waves reflected from boundaries, particularly, in low
frequency bands. •
                  '
2. The sound p]?essu]?e of lower fr}equeney band noises (than
?2g."gg.b;n.gl i;.i2"lggxgx.s.ifiti.zbggg: \.:";.gti2.tg? glgx:.:ge
machine noises. The data obtained in those seund fields rnay
contain noticeable error, and the sound power calculated from
these pressux)e levels may not be the reliable quantity to
evaluate the,property of the source. '
3. !n this room, the sound pressure levels measured in dif-
ferent directions fyom source were dispersed over a certain
range. It is thought to be eaused as the acoustic condition
of walls are different to each other. To hold down the error
eaused by the surroundings, a lot of data ape.need to be taken
at giany points. But, this operation will make the measurements
   '
                                              'tedious.
                                                      '
     '
      I`v is considered to be th-e. means of solving to item 1
and 2 that to increase the ?oom absorptibn and to enlarge the
region of direct sound field. However, it is not practieal to
add the absorbing matenials in woodworking shop-rooms as those
rooms aresin essen'ee,not the place used ÅíoT the measurement.
It night be the one oÅí solutions that to build the yoem} whose
boundaries are made of absorblng materials and which has enough
voZume to surround the machine to be tested and to practice the
measuTement, in the original room-space, Item 3 wUl be, also,
solved if thF., szame materials ax'e. used Åíou boundapies.
             , 34
              '
      Ihhe following purpose is considered in this investigation,
that is, the tesL space should be built in any kind of ]?ooms
readily and cheaply. On this point, the aim of this study is
different from other ones that to consti?uct eompaete acoustie
test rooms svteh as aneehoic rooms oy reverberation ]?ooms. And,
thereÅíore, it may be considered that data given in it lead sorae




              "i
                        '
2.2. Noise Mieas"Urementi-Space Surrounded with Cloth
      Curt ains
               tt2.2.a. IntroductbxTy remarks
      From SPL distributlon measurernentin the woodwoyking
shop-room which is one of common test rooms, it is appeared
                                                                   'that the room space is not desirable for us to use sound .
pressure level measurements for thgev determination of the sound
power of noise sources. EspeciaUy, the phenornenon that sound
pyessures decay -ih' waves through the.distance Åípom souree,
andf'which is 6bviously seen in c'asd, of" z'-osgLfthequ'ency rp.p'i ls'"ds,.
will make it difficu!t foy us to get right va2ues on sound
power ievels, as even a few differences of the position of
measurements eause large differences on rneasured values in
those circumstances.
      W[hen those vooms are used as the places for the sound
pressure level rneasurementss it is neeessary to convert them into
more desirable place with any acoustic 'awrafigement.
      !n this section, it is examined to build the new -
test space surrounded with cloth eurtains which are obtained
easinry, .tthnd-.not-so expegettsgve', and thetacoustic ehar'acteristic
of the spaee is examined to see whether one could use it
as the place of sound pressure measuyeraents or itot., .
36
2.2.2. Xake-up of the test space with eloth eurtains
                              '
      The test space to be buUt rnust be smail about the v61ume
to be eonstructed in the woodworking shop-room, and this spaee
should essentially be got in any room spaee., BuV, on the
other hand, the space must be large as one ean get the point
Åíor moise measureraents excepting near field apound the source.
Thus, it was thought that- -th'e test spaee to b' e .byLil.t should be
a cube the side of whieh was thpee meters long (the volume:
27 m3, the totai surface area: s4 m2) as this foirm was easy to
to be constructed and at least the distance of one meter away
from source eould be given in it easily.
      In construction, steei angZes (a unit dimension: 40 mm
x 40 mm x 3' OOO mm, a thickness 2 mm, see Fig. 2--3-2) were
used-as the frarne of the cubic test yoom--.
                                        '
  ' To pa]?titibn this new test spaee from the outside room,
cloth curtains were used as raaterials of boundary walls,
because they wei?e•-eas; 1o get, easy to use, easy to take down
and comparatively cheap.
      Generall'y, absorption of euytains are not so la]?ge in
                                                 45) .Iower frequeney range as in higher frequency ?ange. [ifhus m
the 'exarnination, two kinds of curtains were used as maVeyials
of boundaries, and the depth,of air between these curtains
were ehanged into thyee degrees (fi7 cm, 34 cm and 68 cm) to
absorb low frequency sound energies effectively. And more,
'piaits of curtains were also ehanged into some degrees to -
see the effect of surface areas increased for sound-absorption.
                         t
      Two kinds of curtains offered as absorbing materials
have following chapaeteristics, that is,
                               37
1. Thiek curtain,... rnade of Åíelt rr}at eovered with tent cloth.
                       Thiekness: 10 mm, SurÅíaee density: 1.8 fi.•
                           2
     Thin curtain ... made of mixed nylon and vinyton.2.
                       [EIhiekness; 1 mm, Surfaee density: O.2
                           2
                       kg/m .
                         tl
      In the report, two kinds oÅí curtains were designated as
      above for convenience.
                                                          '
 • Above two kinds oS eui?tains were spiceaded arqqng'the angle
                                    '
                                    'fravnes m' `uh'certain conditions. [ffhese conditions were arranged
in Table 2-2-1. In it, the foot numbers (1,2 and 4) represent
the stage of plaits of thin curCains, and the foot symbols (a,
b and c) represent conditions oÅí air depth between innep thin
and oute? thiek curtains at side wall parts. Plaits of thin
curtains we?'e taken to one, two and fou? times pe? unit area.
The depth of air betwgeen two kinds of eur'tains we]?e taken to
68 em, 34 cm and l7 em that fell on quartev wavelength of 125 Hz,
250 Hz and 500 Hz. The yeason is that the acoustie particle
veXosity must be zero at the waU (in theoreticallys ahard.
wall) whUe at a quaYter wavelength from the wall it wil-1 be
a maximum and thus the material plaeed there w-z•ll absorb energy
   46)
well.
      The shape oÅí the test spaee surr)ounded with these euptains
weve iUustrated in Fig. 2--2-a. In this figure, the souree .:.
set on'• the flooy is an isotyopic sound source used fo? the
test of sound distributicns. As one ean see from this figure,
the eeiling part of the test spaee is composed of only thick
cui?tains. The Åíiooxi VJas left as it iss i.e., any acoustle -
                                       '
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treatment was not given on the floor made.oÅí epne]?ete mortar.
And, several conditions on evtrtains were applied only to side
                                                          '
              ttwaU parts.-- .,. .
      In this thesis, such a new test space is designated as
!'secondary spaceTt, and the woodwopking shop-room before the
test space is built as tbe tioriginai spaceY. - .
2.2.3. Qhua#-Åíieation of the test space- '
      The guaJification of this test space was p]?aeticed by
the experiment oÅí sound distributions in it using byoad band
?andorn noise. An isotropic sound source was used as the sotmce
and it was.set on the eentege of the floor of the secondary
space. The rniepophone was. traced in four:directions, and they
were,=$bown in Fig. 2-2-1. These direetions ai?e ]?ight to ezaqch
side wall and paraUel to the flooy and they are same as
direction A,B,C and D. The height of the sovtrce and the mieyo-
phone was both 1.0 m frorn the Mdor.
      Results of Ba, B2 and B4 were shown in Fig. 2-2--2 for
O.A. and 250 Hz-, 500 Hz-- and 1 kHz-1/5 octave band., The valueg
at eaeh condition in each distance from source a]?e the average
of four data .measured 2xt four directibns, and the solid line
oÅí the Åíigure represents the theoretieal decay oi". the sound
pressu?e in `uhe fpee field, i.e., the decay according to the
                                                'inverq.e square law (-6dB/doubMng oÅí distance). The ho2?izontal
axis of the figure represents the distanee frem souyce with
logalithrn.ic scal'e'. [[1te verticai axis represents the relative
sound pressure level fi?om the level at O.3 m frorn source.
      From these results, remarkable difÅíerences of SPL
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 distributions a]?e not revealed among three conditions on plaits
 of thin eurtains. And more, the wavy form is still seen in
 the decay of sound pressuyes below 500 Hz-band.
                                                  '
       Figu]?e 2pt2•-3 shows the results at the eondition.S C4a,
                 In areas abou't one meter distartt fyom souyce,
      and CC
            4e'4b,
' distribution patters are slightly different aft}eng..another
 conditions of curtains in 250 Hz-band, while they are almost
 same to each other eonditions excepb this band. And the eÅífect
 of doubie wall struetu)?e cannot be seen in )?esults. The ]?eason
 is thought as the thÅ}ek eurtain used for outer parts of side
 wali is quite unlike to "hard wall", and more, the thin cuytain
 has not so much absorption in low fpequency ranges.
       Figures from 2--2-4 to,2-2-7 .show the- distribution of' .
                                          'sound pressure levels'in the secondary space eoMparing with the
                                               '
 oneL-measured in"th6pnfgihal spac'e. In these figures,
 all values that weze measured at Åíouy directions are plotted,
 and rnean values are connected with dotted lines. In Fig. 2-2-4,
                         '
 250 Hz-band SPL distyibutibns were shown. In it, (a) is the
 result in the oyiginal space and (b) is the one in the secondary
 space 'aY. the conditi.on C4b. In the o27iginal spaee, measured
                                                      '
 values are dispersed widely. On the other hand, the dispecesion
 in data 'is comparatively nar]?ow in the secondary space, and a
 cex;taln pattern is seen on distributions. This tendency Åën
 S'YZ•distyibution was also seen in another frequeney bands that
 were ekamined. its"rom them, it ean be ?ecognized that the sound
 field beeGmes-.sSfrnilar about the direetion frorn souree by
 sur'younding each side wall part with sarae materials, while the
 sound eield in those spaee is not egual to th.e free fieZd
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Fige 2--2-4 SPL (250 llz-band level) versus distance frorn
souree in the originai (a) and the secondary (b)
spaee. [[[he eondition oÅí cu]?tains of the secendary
space WaS C4b'
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      In 500 Hz-band, SPL distributions we?e slig]Ltly diÅífereent
in the seeondary spaee fyorn that of the original space. Mgure
2-2-5 (b) represen.ts the result-of the.eertditio,n A, and -•
Fig. 2de2-5-(c) r7epresents that of the condition Bi. From these
fi-guvees, there can be seen the- •J'?hUl ef levels!' at the distance
of O.8 m from source for both eonditions in the secondary
                                    'space. This peak in the••disex}ibvttfon of levels is not seen in
the original space .(Fig. 2-2-5 (a)). It would be eaused by
renecting sound waves from boundary:. curtains. Zt represents
that curtains used for the test can not have remarkable absorp--
tion to low Åírequency sounds Åíor any conditions of them. en the
other hand, at 1 kHz-band, sound pressure levels decay alo.ng
the inverse square law.within one meter from. souree in Phe '
secondai?y spaee. Thi's effect is caused a's't'he total absorption
is incyeased by eurtains' hutng' on boundaries. It is seen in
I"ig. 2-2--6. The dotted line in figu]re(a) pepresents the d]?op df
SPL resulting from Be?anekts fommula. Figure (b) is the result
                                   g.given 'in the eondition Bl, and figu)?e (s.) is the one given in
                                          'the condition C4b. In high frequency bands above 1 kHz, there
exists almost no difference among distributions of SPL between
        'two spaces except that surrounded with only thick curtains.
The result of 4 kHz-band were shown in Fig. 2-2-7 about'•the
boundayy eurtaints conditions of A and B4. Whese are average
                                               '
values of tour data measu?ed at the same distanee Syom soupce
in fouy directions. It could be reeognized thaV tfie soultd
field in the space surrounded with only thiek,curtaz"ns is
different from otheys, and sound pi?essure ievels distribute
with the slope of -- 3 dB pey doubling of distanee in it.
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              '
surrounded by them becomes not so large in higher frequency
ranges.
      Zt may be conclude from above resuits that the secondary
space surrounded with cloth curtains has' not'become the desira-
ble Place for sound measurements compared with the original
space, beeause two kinds.of curtains used for waZl parts were
not so absorptive as were expected. ThereÅíore, atternpts to
mhke side walls dOuble wall strueture with two kinds of curtains
or to add plaits to thin cuptains would have almost not the i..'''
effect. Especialiy, we cannot expect any desirable effect in
case that only thick curtains are used for materials of boundary
walls. '
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2.3. The Semi-aneehoic Test Room Whose Walls and Ceiling w'ere
                                           '
      Built of Wood'fiber Mat '
2.3.fi. Introductory remarks
                                                               '
      One of the experiments to make the eomparatively small
tast room that had the desirable 'conditions on sound measure-•
ments was done with cloth eurtains fo? mateyials of boundaries.
Though there were many advantages Åíor using eloth cu?tains, the
space surrounded with them eould not become satisfaetory one as
they were not so absorptive as were:expected. The test room
to be built is small" the voldme and whi'ch shows the effect of
falL)ing downfthe totaZ sound absorption in it. To overconie---
.this,tand to make the test.Åéoom'rnore useful place for sound
measurements, boundary walls would be rnore absorptive.
       In this seetion, the woodfiber mat that was raw materials
for making semi-hard boards was used as rnaterials for boundary
walls. It has been already made clieay to seme extent that the
 sound field av,ound,.:tine soui?ce is not diSferent by the direction
fron source to be measureds iÅí one uses the same mate]7ials foy
                                            'boundary walls oÅí the test room.
                  '
 2.5.2. BuUt--up of the test room'with woodÅíiber' rnat walls
                  '
                             '    T"IoodÅíibe]? rnats used fom m'aterials'oÅí walls ai?e raeg
rnaterials for semi-hard boards. They ave composed bf western
 hemlock, Po]?t OyÅíord eeade4 etc., and have the thiekness of
 so run (the suveface density: 7.2 kglrn2, the density: go kg/m5,
 p. owous rnaterials).
                                 51
              '
      One often uses glassfiber mats as absoybing raaterials for
aneehoic i?oorns. It has the density of lo kg/m5 or G2 kg/rn5f5)
And oÅíten, it is reformed to w.edge shapes. severai igo4it7,?4s8)have
been tepofted on the eÅífedt of wedges an Xow frequencies.L The
wedge-shaped wall is, however, undesiyabtue in this experiment
as the room space Åíor thg measurement is limttted by projeetions
of wedges. And moTe, much effort is needed when one rnakes Slat
                                                                   '
mats to wedges. Therefore, the mat was used as it was, that is,
with its original form ( with Mat•-style) ke: !waIlELsc in the test.
                     49) 'One ean see Ja repo?t that glass fiber rnats zeea-t-'styled has
alrnost same effect as wedges on sound: abso,rption.
      cehe test room cyeated ha$ "the volume of 27 m5 and the
surface area of s4 rn2 (a cube). As was already written in
previous section ( in Sec. 2.2), the volurrie of the room has to
be srnall tb be able to be construeted in any room space. And
rriore, measured ?esults given at this section has to be com-
payed di.neetly with anothe? results of this study.
      "ihe frames of the test Toom were rnade of steel angles,
and the untt dimensions of them was iUustrated in Mg. 2-3•-1.
ephe fibermats were placed among those angle.,frames by supported
with fine viire netS, as tbose mats had not the tou'ghness• to
suppoint thern by thernselves. The mat and the Åíine wire net used
for the test were shown in Fig. 2-3-2, and the sketeh of the
semi--anechoic test room construeted wi th above materials was
given in Fig. 2-3-3. [MLe floor oÅí the yoom is not covered
with mats a$ machines haes to •be set on it, and in thls sense,
the room is t'semi--anechoie". .
      '
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unit mm
of L-type steel angle used
.
for materials
Fig. 2-3-2 A sarnple of woodfiber mats used
rnaterials. Fine wire nets with
was supported were also seen.









Fige 2--5-5 A sketeh oÅí the semi-anechoic test rooMe
1
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              '
          '2.3e5 Quaiifieation of the test roorn
      The acoustic chayacteristics of the serni-anechoic test
room--the seeon.da.ry spaee--•-wecee examined with broad band nandora
noise'
 whieh was frequently used in archi.bectural acoustics.
                                                               'An isotropie sound sou?ce used as the source was set on one oÅí
three locations, that iss the edge (I), the co]7ner (II) ,.a' nd the
center (XII) of the Moor. (See Fig. 2-S-4.) The height of the
souree and the microphone was 1.0 m Åírom the floor.
      In a general way, it is well known that the reverbera'uton
time gives mueh information to the acoustic eharaeteriStics of
the room space to be tested. In the test, also, this qvtantity
was measured Åíirst of aU. The sound souree was set on the
corner of the fioor as plenty of normal modes were able to be
excited. (AU the normal frequeneies of the room possess a
pressure maximum in a corner of the ?oo5m/])
      Data weve taken in !pt.any poSit.a.ons chosen a?bityarily in
the room space (see App. 3.1 ), and the mean values were shown
in Fig. 2-3-5 for each 1/3--oct. barid, t.ogether with vaiues given
in the original spaee. The ave]7age Sabine absor)ption eoefÅíi-
                                    'eient(cksat5)calcuiated frcm these revepberation times "r-as-given
in Tablpme 2-3--1. In tl.te secondary space, the reverbeyat:'on time
is shortew than the one in the originai- room ( T is O.2 see at
O.A., and which value is 1/5 of the one in the oyiginal space
), and is almost same through frequencies conceyned. Buts the
absoi?ption eoefficient is not so layge as was expeeted. The
na?rowness ef the test room wouZd give limitations to the
increment of absorptions. (A ratio of the tfolume between the
seconda]py space and the oviginal spaee is V16 , and that of
                                55
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the sun"ace area between them is 1/7.)
                                           '
      To see the sound distribution characte]7istic oÅí the
seeondary space, the sound pressure was measured radialZy
through 8 lines from the source situated at the center (IIX).
                               '(See Fig. 2--5-4, cente?(!!I). Diveections de-vidted by A, .... .
D-A in ,the.figure aTe game as those in the o?iginal space.)
                                        eeData were averaged among each four value given at the same
distance from souree.
ac One is t'ne value given fyom directions A,B,C and D, and the
other is .Åíhe. one given .Åí'i'om.'ct'iregtions A-B,B-mg,C--D and D-A.
       Whe sum of eaeh value avepaged at each distance were
 ave?aged again, and then the standard deviatio]ts were caleulated.
 Resvtlts were shozrn in Tabies -2r-S--.2, and 2-3-3, compared with tyio
 test spaces (the oi7iginal space and the seconda]?y space).
       In 4 kHz- and 8 kHz•-band, dispersÅ}on.Jx's eompa"ativeiy
 lar;ge bbth two pa]?ties ( a pa]?ey of di?ections A,B,C and D, and
 the one oÅí di)?ections A-B,B-C,C-D and D--A) in both test spaces.
 These results would be raised as the 'tisotropid' sound source
 has some directivities on radiation of sounds in those higher
           52)
 ftequeneies. 1-;'ith the exception oS those two frequency bands,
 dispe?sion is small both two payties, especially in the seconda]?y
 space. It is woythy to point out xfii?om them that the secondary
 spaee built of wpodfiber mat is turned inte mo?e eomfoytable
 'e"nifox}iwtt?.'en"vi?onment, that is, the sound pressure dlstributes
         '
'similarXy in any direction fyem souree in the secondary space.
       One-thiyd octave band SPL distnibutions 'slewe $hown iri
 Figs, 2-5-6 and 2-3--7 about some representative frequency bands.
 The distvi7ibutib' n.i,esults given ixt.the.aase-ehat.]-th'e ;".eurce was
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at eaeh distance fyom soui?ce is the mean value of 8 data given
in 8 directions. The cirele represents the value measvtred in
the eriginal .Fpace. [[[hg veesult given.in the ea'se that the source
was set on the eorne]? (II) Was shown in 'Fig. 2,-3-7. The va!ue
                      '
                     -t
                                                   'plotted in the figure is ehe average of values given' at '
four sou?ce positions. (.The sound sou]?ce was set on one of
feur plaees in tu?n. See Fig. 2-5-4, corner Åq-U)) In high
ftequency bands above 1 kHz, the sound pressu?e level is
distributed almost theovetieally, and the Muctuation,is abie
to be ignonyed. B{it in low frequency bands below 500 Hz, the ,
distribution'
 is not so difÅíerent Åírom that in the original
space. STne reason why those results were given is thought as
follows: The volume of the test roorn is srnall to be given
i'aRechoici! characteristics in it, even if the boundary waiis are
absorptive. In other 'woceds, the mat•te? that the yoom is na]?row
and the total surface area is small takes negative effects
on consti?ucting the eomparatively srnall '?anechoic!i test r)oom,
though the room boundayies are eomposed of mueh absorp"u"ive
mateyials.
      The inÅíluence of the Moo3?.uncovered with woodfiber mats
also might not be ignored, as the floor, which is the only
reflective suthnface, would affect on the totai abso]?ption oÅí the
test room. In any case, it should have been known that some
restyiction is placed on eonstyucting the desirabie anechoic.
space fo]? sound raeasu?ementS with smaller voiumes, especial!y
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SPL veysus distanee fr gm souyce in the secondary
space. Broad band randern noise was radiated from
sou]?ee, and eaeh-VSNo.e.t...bandi-Lex2el was pletted.
[Ehe ieeatÅ}on oÅí the souree was ZI, and the height
of the source and the rnÅ}c. wss 1.0 m from the
Moor.
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2.3.4. InMuenee of the hapd flooy oÅí the test roora ,
       The test room was built as the "semi--aneehoic!' reoo-m the
Moor of which was not 'a]pranged acoustic'ailY because heavy
rnachines had to be situated on it. Therefore, it muLst be
exarnined how mueh eÅífecLu will be caused on the total room
absorption and sound distributions,by the hard floor raade oÅí
concrete mortar, and which is the 6nly refieetive plane in the
test room.
      In this sectÅ}on, the MQer of the semi-aneehoic test
room w'as covered with the same mats a.s were usgd for WaUs, .
and then.thelinfl..uence'oÅí,the reÅíXeeted sound' from,it ' . .,
was exainined by measu?ing and comparing the sound pressure
level dist?ibutions in both two test room eonditions.
. Tine eeiling oÅí the voom xtho$e eloov was covered with mats
was oper}ed to outer space. Ho=vgever, the ceiling oÅí the original
room (the woodworking s.hop-room) surrounding the test veoo.m is
3D me;nvv' evs high,, and 'i he sux)faee.oÅí winSch iS" eovered with
woodMrool-cement boayds (see See. 2.G.). One rnay sayp thex)efor)e,
that ?eflections from the ceiling do not inMuence to the
measui?ement results given near the floor (the heS.;'ght ot
1.0 m from the floo]?). So, results measu]?ed in the seconda'"y
space the Åíloor oÅí which was covered with rnats were compayed
with the results given in the previous section without any
corrections.
      SPL distributions measvtred about some yep.yesentative
frequency bands were shown in Figs. 2-5--8 and 2-5-9. In this
                            t.test, b]7oad band randora noise was radiated from an isotropic
sound so,urce set on the coyner (II), and a/3--octave band
                                                    '
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Fige 2--3-8  Typical 1/3--oct. band (center f?eq. 250 Hz and
 500Hz) S?L versus distance frem sour'ce at the
'difÅíerent floor eondition eÅí the semi--aneehoic
 test room. fflie location of the source was IX,
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sound pyessure levels were measu)?ed at eaeh distance from source.
The height of the source and the microphone was both 1.0 m from
the floor. The vaiue rep]?esented by circle is the yesult at
the serni-aneehoic test room the Moor of whieh is uneovered
sdth rnats. Alornst no difÅíererices aeee . •seen on the patterns
   '
of distributiens between in t-gw'o poom conditions. And in low .
frequeneies, the wavy-formed disti?ibution is also seen. In
lower fyequency ranges, the sound waves wouid be r.e.9rlect, 'ed =l tr?om
eyeyy bpundary wal Å}s .contt.aining'the Åíloor, ]7efleet sound waveS
would inte]?fe]?e to each other ox to diyect sound waves frQm
souyce, and more the woodfibe? rnat has not so lai?ge abso)?ption
im 16w frequenci'se as was expected. Thus, these results wouZd
be given. On the othe]? hand, in higher frequencies, the reen
flected soinnd wave from the Moor uneovered with mats would
pyobabiy be interfered to direet sound waves from sou5?.)33gk) But,
as the sound radiated from source,.is not the pure tone (or the
single tone) but the band n. oise, i.va.ierfeyenpve patterns created
in the sound field would be disappeared wie}a atmong sound wave$
`bhat ihave' sMghtiy- diffeyent fpequenci+esi '.by"fankimg inhe• ''
Å}x)?egu' igwi'ty of sound p'"essurpvs. Therefore, the same x'esults
would be seen on distributions of .gound pyessure -level.in the
serni-anechoie room having hard floote as in' the room whose Åíloon
was eoveyed with wooch'ibete mat which is absorptive in higher
      To aseerthin this assumption, the simUar test was done
                                                'with a ciycular saw beneh as the sound source. This machine
radiateS nari?ow band and hig"n frequency noise which is neai71y
eqvt ai to the single tone - ( see Fig. 2-1 -- fi O) .
      [[Me -o''esult was shoT,rn in Yig. 2-3--fiO. The'value plotted
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       which was covered with woodfibei
       mats
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        o-f the semi-anechoic test room.
 room was exeited by circuiar saw noise.
       .tbe--source was the eorney (II),








With circle is the ]7e'sult given at the semi-aneehoie test room
the Åíloor of which is not covered with mats; In the room
having the absorptive floor, the distribution oÅí sound pyessMre
level is edmbst thebretical and any fZuetuation of levels does
not arise. These aye caused by woodfibei7 mats piaced on the
                                     'floore
             '
      We mUst have the eonsideration that the effect oÅí the
hard floor of semi-anechoie room should not be ignored when
high ahd .nari?o'ul band frequeney noise iS radiated frorn souree.





 2.4. The Reverberant Test Room the Walls and the Ceiling
                                             '
         wei?e Built oi" Lavtan P2ywood
         '
 2.4.1. Introductory yemarks
       From fcregoing.investigations, Å}t was known that there
 caused many difficulties on the expe?iment to ereate the desir-
 able anechoic test yoom space readily and cheaply. For exarnples,
 the test ?oom should be in- ."seni-anechoictt condition as the
 heavy machine .'must be installed in it, but the hard Moor
 inSluences to the sound pressure level to be measuTed. The
 volume of the test room should be small if it is easUy ereated
 in any room space, but the naprowness of the volume has negative
 efÅíect to make the test room anechoie. Even if absoreptive
 raaterials are used as boundary walls, they would have 1imits
 that they should be chosen as ones that ai?e taken cheaply artd
 are used readUy. .
                         '
       Resultg Åí?om- previous experiments shows that there is
 some limit'ations on building semi-aneehoie test roera with
 ready manney and with not so expensive mateyials. Sos it was
 examined,'.next, to rriake the test room space iireverbeyantit in
 this segtion. To yefleet sound ene'rgy will be easie]p thari to
' absoTb it. I' n,a i?ever' ber-a-n- t. room to /be'-buUt, sound energies .
 ueed not. .be i?etÅ}ected completely, whUe •they mUst-be absorbed
 much. to be given aneehoic Åíields, beczause bn-ly '
                                                           '
                                             '             .t.tL.. t. tttt t
 diffused Åíield is neCded as?-the.plaee f'or .the determination
 of the sound powe]p oSr the noise souvce. The narr)owness of the
 room would have better infiuence when the reverbeyant test
 rooya is ,const3?ucted. ItJe need not eonsidere Åío? instance, the
                                  74
                              'inmuence oÅí air absorptio5n5)at high frequencies as the vozume
of the room is small. If we eensider the eoncept of "mean free
    56)path", whieh is given as 4 V/S.(V: room voiuirae,.S: surÅíace area
of th.e roorn), the value oÅí it would become smaller in the test
room to be construeted than in the original room. Therefoye,
sounds shall reflect rnofoe !nrequently at a unit time if the
boundary walls a]?e simiiarly iceflective. And thus, diffutse
sound ft' eids would Pe able to be given easUy in the narrower
spaces.
                '2.4.2. Built-up of the test poom With plyviooq waUs
      The reverberaht test room was built with lauan Plywoods
that had the thickness of 21 rpm (7-ply), and the suyface density
of 12.6 kg/m2. The dimensions of the room we]?e 3 m by 3 m by
3 m (a eube), and which we?e equal to them oÅí•the semi-
anechoic test roorn, as rgsults given in this room had 'te;'be the
                                          'comparable ones utth `uhem given in previous seetlons.
!n a general way, the form of the )?evepbe]7ant room is not
rectangulay, and suyfaces of it ave not parallel to each
other. But, such rooms cannot be buUt easily, and thus those
-", omms eri?e no't suited -for the aim ot.' this investigationi.
      Plywoods buTe]?e fixed among steel angle frames egith bolts
and nuts, and small openings wepe stopped u-p wtth paste. The .
Åíloor made of coneyete mortar was not changed 'the surface with
any other rnaterials. For sound measuxements, no othev obs'tacles
were taken into the reverberant test room than the sound source,
the mi c]?ophone si the ni cro phone st and and the extent i'
 on cable
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2.4.3. QualiÅíication of•the test room . .
      An isotropic sound sou]?ce was set 'on the one of th]?ee
positions of the floo?. Souree positions and directions that
sound pressUres were measured weve shown in Fig. 2--4-1 (lefb).
The line that the rd2croplr}one was traced on was parallel to the
Moor. The height of the source was a.O m or 1.4 m from the
Moor, and the micveophone was t?aced with the same height as
the source. See Ng. 2-4--t (righ.t). ,
      To see the acoustic charaete]7istics of the yeverberant
test room, the reverbe]?ation time was measured with the same
rnethod as was ased i3tpgeevious section (Sec. 2.3 ). (See App.
3.G,) Results were shown in Fig. 2--4--2 about eaeh 1/3-octave
band, together with values given in previous two test rooms.
Each value is the average. Zt can be seen Åírom this result
that reverberat' ion times becomes especially long arnong 250 Hz•-
to 1 kl-Iz-•bands in this test roora. Average Sabine absoÅéption
eoefÅíicients(ctsab)were shown in Fig. 2-4--3 eompared with ones
of the o?iginal room Åío? eaeh band. In the'reverberant test
rooms values of them is beiow O.a for all bands measured, and
the boundayy walls is mueh reMectable. ' .
      If the sound is .a.ieeused well in the room, the sound
preSsure-squared will be same in any positicns ot the 27oom.
This assume was used for evaluating the sSate oS diffusion pf
the test room, that is, the sound pressure level distribution
was measured in the test ]poom and the uhiformity of the pveessume-
squared with changes of position in it was examined to evaluate
the deg?ee of diffusion.
      When the sound sou'rce (an isotropic sound'source)
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emitting broad band random noise was placed at the center (III),
the sound pressu]?e level was measured along 8 lines in directions
of A, e•, C, D, A--B, B-es C'-D, qnd D'A# Results wecee expressed
in Tables 2-4-1, 2-4-2 and 2-4-3 with quantitiesi of standa?d
deviation.• The standard deviations (SD) of O.A. sound pressuree
                                                            'levels we]Fe shown in Wable 2-4-1. !n it, the value at each
distance from souree was the one calcuiated Åírom 8 values
measured at the same distance fyom source in 8 directions.
ec See Sec. 2.3.a, Fig. 2-5--4 eenter (IXI).
       The value of SD isLnot rnore than O.7 dB and thus the
 sound field in this reverbe]?ant test poorn, is cbnsideved to be
diffused eomparably well for the 'ibroad band'i noise. •
      Results of 1/3-oetave band levels, which were also given
with the same method as was written above, were shoym in Mlables
2-4-2 and 2-4-5. Table 2-4-2 represents the ?esult of 25G Hz-
band sound pressure leve)s measui?ed as an example of low
f]?equency band levels., ,and Table 2--4-5 shows the one given at
8 kHz-band as an exarp.ple of high fi?equeney bands. In low
fyeguency bands, it can be thought that sound pressuyes
distribute. differently in A, B, C, D directions with in A-B,
B--C, C--D, D-A directions as SD3 is much larger than SDI or SD2.
In other words, the sufficient diffusion wouid not be gi'ven in
the room in low freqviLency bands. In between 500 Hz- and 2 kHz-
band, the standard deviation ealculated with sarne methods were
.not so different fyom the one at O.A. But, in high Srequency
                                                             'bands above the center frequeney 4 kHz, SD was la?ge near
the source as one eould see in Wable 2-4-3. [[7iese results
were thought to be caused as an isotropic sound source had
                                     52)
 some directivLrty in highe]? frequeneies, and therefore, the
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sufficient diffuse field was not fo]mied neay the souree. In -
regions far from sources'.SD is small.in those fteqiaencY bands '
as the sotmd field is diffu'sed well.
      when the source is set near the boundary wall, one can get
plenty of spaee for measureMentS i•n a narrow'room putting off
                                                              '
                                          'the nea'r field. In that case, though, it must be considered that
the sound energy reÅílec'ted from the waZl near the source rnight
give influence,to the sound- field, and the total sound pressure
might be difÅíerent Åírom the result given at the source location
of center oÅí the room. This question was discussed in the la;tk
ter part bf this seetion.
      In the following, one can see the sound pressure level
disti?ibution resuZts when the souree:,was Zocated at the eorner
or the edge of the floor.
      The result of O.A. Ievels were shown in tinig. 2-4--4 about
in two sou]?ce positions (I and II). The valvte plotted with
eircie reepvesents the result given at the sourcp height of 1.0 m,
and the one plotted with black spot is the result given at the
source height oÅí t.4 m Åírom the flooi?. The sound pressu-"e
levels distvibute similayly and constantly thyough distance fpom'
source exclude near the source and near the boundary wall in
both souree positions and in both souyce heights, thougin leivels
are slightly different in between two source positions. (
There exists the difference of 2 dB at mean values.) The
standa?d deviation calculated trom values'within regions oÅíi-
the a-?arow shown Å}n the fz' gure was O.7 dB at the source position
of Ia.om, and was Oe3 dB a'O the SOUrCe POSitiOn I=' i.4r.n. Xthen
the source was located at II, SD was O.6 dB in both source
heights.
   '







   Distance frem source,
G5 1.0' m@@







  ' The height of the source o!.om
         and the micro phone •• • • dw 1.4 m
O.A.
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              ee ee
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    Source pasition :Comer(Ii)
RSPL:Retative sound pressure leve!
        SPLo.3m= O dB
Nge 2-4-4 SPL (O.A.level) versus distanee Åí?om sovtrce.
Broad band random noise was madiated Åíyom an
ise, t]?opie sound souree loeated at the edge (I)
or, the corner (II) at the height oÅí 1.0 m or
1.4 rn frem the floor.
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       T'he dist]?ibutions oÅí 1/5-octave band sound pressure levels
wepe shown in Fige 2-4--5. In it, (A) is the result at 125 Hz-
band. In this figure, one can see the wavy-fommed patterm z'
of sound pressures distribu•ted aiong distance from source. The
 digeripancy in levels atrnounts to a2 dB in this figure.'•The salne
tendeney cn distributions of sound pressures is seen in the
result at 250 Hz-band. See Fig. 2-4--5 (B). DiÅífusien gf sOund'
m this test Moom might not'be sufficient as the "reverberant" '
-yo'
 om in those low-fbequeneies.' L".. ,
       In 500 Hzts-band, sound pressures are also distributed wavy
aXong dist,ance from sou?ce, but the gap of irregularity in f.
Ievels is not more thah 5 'ctB (see Fig. 2-4-5 (C)). The standard
deviation caleulated frorn values shown in the fri' gure was.O.9" dB
at the source height 1.0 m, and was S.O dB at the source height
1.4-.rn.. •
      On the other hand, in V'5-oct. bands above the center
frequency 1 kHz, sound pressures were distributed almost same
levels along distance from source, and in boLuh heights oÅí the
sou]?ce and in both IQcations of the sovLi?ce, leVe"ls were not
diÅíferent'
 to each other. As an examle of vesults given in
those frequency bands, the result at 2 kHz-band was shgwn in
                                                            ,
IPig. 2-4--5 (D). Lthen values measured .ngay the source (within
a,di.stance'oÅí.O.6 m Åírom- sou]?ce) ahd neay the .boundary wall (
within a distance'of e.6 m from the nea?est wa]l) were exelude,
rnean sound pressure level (SPL' ) at the souree height of a.O m
was 75.0 dB and the standard deviation (SD) was O.7 dB, and •
at the height oÅí a.4 m these were 74.7 dB (SPL) and O.6 dB (SD).
And mowe, standard deviations of 1 kHz-- anq 4 kHz- band sound
pressure lev"elks calculated bgith the same method.weye shown in
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         Broad batnd randorn noise was radiated from an
         isotropic sound sou]?ee; ,




[Vable 2--4-4. Those ]pesu!ts represent that neithe]? the height
of the source nor the location of the souree to be tested
influence to the sound pressures re.sulted in this ' reverberant
test moom in those high Åírequency bands. One, however,
rnust have attention to the resul'v at 8 kHz-band. As it is seen
-i' n Mg. 2-4-5 (E), the \ange where t'he 'sound pressure leveZs
distributed is dependent on the distance from souvece is
tifid.er than iri o"ijhe]?•frequency bands,.' , The reason is that the
absorption coefficient of the boundarY is highey in this band
than in other bands as it was aZready known in Fig. 2-4-5. In
I"ig. 2-4-5 (E), not the relative sound pressure level but the
sound pressure level was plot.`ved to be able to be seen the
differences of levels near the souree, and these would be eaused
by the diyectivity eharacteyisties-of the source.
      Frorn these results, one may say that suffieient diÅíÅíuslon
is a.ble tb 'be gtven in this reverberant test room a-t. Ieast above
1 kHz-bana" if the room is excited by "broad band" noise•mocee than
G/5-octave bandwidth.
      To see the eÅífeet of narrow band noise, the test yoom was
excited by 500 Hz-- and 4 kHz--pu]?e tones. I"oy, the?e would be
often containd- narrow band frequency components in maehine.,.y
noinises. Results wex)e shown in Fig. 2e-4-6 (A) and (B). The
height oÅí the sou]?ee was G.O m fyom th=e Åí.loo]?. Evein in high
in requeney ranges, soup-d px)essux)e levels ares apgeayen`-1`x.'r, .
Muctuated. Xt should be necessary to practiee some eounter--
plan to narrow band noises or pu]7e tones.
                                              '
      lhe effect of the sou]?ce loeation on the aveyage sound
pressure levels given in the test room was exarained as follows:
One--thivd octave band sound pvessuye levels weye measured at
                                        '
TabZe 2--4-4 Standard deviations
and 4 kHz-bqnd SPLs measured
source heights of 1.0 ra and
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              '
arbitrary 20 points exelude'd the region near the souree and the
waZl; The sound souree was located ,at' the one of thx)ee source
positions (I, I! or III) and at the o' ne of two source heights
(a.O m or 1.4 m) and the mean sound pressure levels we]?e
cornpared to each other. The mean sound pressure level at the
source position IIII.4m was deeided, in this case, as the
r)efei?ence sound pressure level, that is,,O dB, and others were
represented as differences frorn this levels ResuLlts were seen
in Table 2-4-5. The rnean sovtnd pressure levels (SPL) and the
standard deviations (SD) given Åírom 20 values at Vhe.sburee
Position UIa.4m were also shown in Table 2--4-6 for each Åíyequency
band.to comPape them With ones measured through lines. From
this table (Table 2-4-6), it can be reeognized that the SD
caiculated from levels measu]?ed at 20 points is few large in
low frequencies cornpa?ed with the valvte ealculated from data
measured through lines. "ihe cause of this is thought as follows:
The standard deviation given with the former manne3? eontains the
dispersion in vertieaZ directions, while it is not contained in
resutlts given with the latter manner. At the frequency bands
above 4 kffz-band, however, the value of SD is not more than
1.5 dB, and the]?efores the test room is thought to be in weU
diÅífused eonditien.
      In the 1/3e-oetave band frequencies above the eenter
frequeney 500 Hz, the influence of souvece Å}oeation on the
average sound pressuye level:fis aZrnos`t not seen i-n Table 2-4•-5,
                                                    t.ahd ehese resul.ts wo.uld be -given as the .test-reopm was in weil
diffused eondit' ions in those frequency bands.
fo,Then -the source was placed at the re.oyney, the Value of SPL
below 250 Hze-band have the difference of tew levels eompared
                                                             '
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with the one at other source positionse The reason is thought
as follows, that is, almost all the region where the sound
pressure levels are measu?ed corresponds to the near field
in case of the souree positions I and III, and adequate •
diffusion is not given in this sound Åíield. 1thile in case of
the source position Xl, the sound field is thought to be.
composed of few .amount of near field region and large arnount
of far field region iÅí one consider the wave!ength of sounds. •
Therefore, the mean sound pressure levels given at the source
position II is much diffeyent from others. One may say that
the test rbom is not in well diffused eondition in those low
frequeney bands, and this--is caused..as the room is relatively
small compared with wavelengths of those Åíyequency band noises.
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    '
 2.s. 'lnstaUation oÅí Diffusi"g Equipmeht in the
        Reverbe?ant Test Room
2.5.3. Introducto?y yemarks
                                                     '
                                                                   .t
                                                                   /t/
       The reverberant test room built as the plaee to determine
`vhe sound power of the souree was in weil diffUsed Condition on
band noises abbve the 'genter f?equency a kHz. (The standard '
deviation of sound pressu?e levels calcuZated Åídeem 20 data was
                                                                 'not mo]?e than 1.5 dB.) However, especiallY below 250 HVz-band, j
                                     'the sound field was S.n not so suffieient eonaition as the '
                                                              'trreve]7berantri test room because dÅí poo? diffusion. One should
have any ways to achieve diÅífusi,ezz in tbose low frequeney ranges
in the test room. Of cource, the negative eSSectÅÄethat will be
caused by the nai?i?oTNness of the ]?oom must be eonsidered in th6•
ex aminati on .,
K      57)Shults
       said as Sollows: In a statisticaZ sens•e, the nunbey
                                              '
                                             'oS• mecte$ lh a baltdx•zSdth-is depeue)ders't esrzly emu the veliwievoÅë'
the i?pom, the Åí]7equency, and the wid'th of the band.
      sorae method5sna]pe existed to aehieve diffusion in a yooms
but in this experiment, the meth-
 ods to change the shape
or to exchange the'dimensions oÅí the x'oom Weve excluded.
as these aye out of the aim of this study. To exchange #he
acoustie eha]7acteris"tics oS the ?oom surfaces with thin aZuminiJun
plates oi? to hang diffusing pax}eks Åí]pom the ceiling weye
exaxnined in,this study as ways of adding diffus'ion. ]aethods
and ]Fesults we?e eifyitten in foUovging two seetions.
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 2.5.2. Diffusing equipments and their efÅíeets
                                            '
                        '
 a. thin aluninurn pZates
        '
       To exehange the eharac'beristics on reflections of sound
 at boundaries, inner surfaees except the floor part were
 covered with thin aluminum plates (a thichness of them: 0.5 mm).
               '
 Plates were nailed on the boundary waZl'atr the intervals of
 IQ crn as was seen in Fig. 2-5--l.
       As one can see in Fig. 2--5-2, the ave]7age reverberation
times are exchanged in most of 1/3--oct. band in the ca'se of
adding plates on the boundary wall. In this figure, yaiues
plotted with ciyeles ?.epresent the results given in the
reveyberant test room that the aiuiminum plates are not added
                                               'on waMs. rJIhe reverberation time in the test r'oom whose walls
was gove?ed with plates beeame ionger bY about ' ,.'-
1.0 see in 125 Hz-band. On the contyavey, it was dimiLnished as
                                                               "
much as about O.3 sec to O.4 sec in 500 Hz- to 4 kHz--band.
                                                         'This ]?esult repr"e$ents"that the ave?age abso?ption coefficient
of the boundary in this test ]?oom was redueed,to the quantity.
of 1/2 in a25 Hz--band, and it was added by SO Ofo in above 500 Hz--
                                                'to 4 kHz-bands.
                            '
      The degree of diffusion in the test roorn at 125 Hz--ba-nd
was coiiai.p'
 ared with decay cuyves oS sound pressu]?e leveZ.ve?sus
time mGasured in bet'ween conditions of the boundavey walls.
As reverberation eurves recorded with keveÅ} reeorders acre .. '
pt.hanged the scale of ii?regularity by taking diffe'rent recoyding
    . 58)
           (sueh as the writing speed of recoyding pen, or papereonditions
speed)g one cannot coympaye the curve with the one measured in
      '
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Fig. 2-5--a An illustration oÅí naiXing oe
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              '
 anothe? ]?ecerding conditions. Ifs however, the condition of
 reco?ding is same, decay curves a]?e able to to be compared to
 each other.
       Typical decay curves at each two eondition of waZls vge)?e
  '
 shown in Fig. 2-5-3. These wevee given at the sarne recording
 eonditions '(Writing Speed: 400 mm/sec, Papey Speed: 30 rmm/sec)
                         'using B&K Level Reco]?de]?s and these curves were choseri fx'om
20 data at each condition of walls. The st, ate of difÅíusion is
                    'thoughr tb be better if the iryegnlarity seen in curves is
smag-iey and if ' the eu?ves beeomes more iinea5r92 when we judge .
results acÅëording to these assumptions, the room whose walls
aye cove]?ed with thin aluLminurri plates is thought to be in more
diffused eondition in this band. In high Åírequency bands above
this band, no difÅíeceenees we]?e seen in deeay curves in
                                             'both conditions-of walls•.
                 '
      Unfastend parts of 'thin plates nailed to walls would be
vibrated by radiated sounds at frequencies above 500 Hz,.
thevefoipes sound ene?gies oÅí those f]?equancy sou.nds woUld be
abso?bed. Pe]?haps, this is the reason wh: the Teverbei7ation
time was diminished "' between 500 Hz- and 4 kHz-band.
                                                       tt tt
      The sound -p"essure lawvel distnibutions aÅí'teT" adedng thin
aluminun plates on walls were shown in Fig. 2ti-5-4 wit]L blaek
dQts. rDhe value plotted with circle ielpresen`us the yesult '
--'
.n the ']?o-omlw. kaose walls were not eovered with plates. Tl!ese ',
results were given when the sound source was ioeated at the
edge (I) and the height of 1.0 m from the floor. In this •
figuye, 1/3-oetave band sound pressupe level distributions
at fouv• fveequeney bands-ta-S•?p5•Hzv-, 5eO Hz-, 1 kHz- and 8 kB-z-
baÅ}nd--a?e seen. The horiz'ontal axis yepresents the distance
                                                 '















Fig. 2--5-3 [lypieaX decay curves at 125 Hz-1/3 oct. bande
given in different surÅíaee ccnditions:
A...beÅíore the installation oÅí thin alwninum
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from souteee with !ogalitirmic scale, amd the vertieal axis repre--
sents the reLative sound p]?essur'e level Åq.RS]PL) ift dB. {i]lLe
                               'sound pressure level at the distance oÅí O.3 rn from souree
was decided as O dBs and levels at other distances wer)e plotted
as the differecnv frem the value at thiS position. •'•
      As one can reeognize Åíponi this figvtre, almost no disparity
is seen in between twe results ' even in 125 Hz•-band, and these
results would be given as so much reÅílections of sound could not
be given in the test room by additions of aluminun plates.as
was expected. In eonelusion, it may be said that the expe?iment
used the thin aluminuxn plates had not appeare good effects On
                                                           'aehievSng'adequate diffUsion in the-reoom.
b. stationary diffusers made of hard boards
                                                                '
      In order to give adequa-ie diffuSion in the test eroom, the
rnethod -that to introduee the stationayy diffusers, i.e., to hang
panels was exaxnined in this section.
      As diffusing elements, rnainly in U.S. aeoustical test
laboyatolies, meving vanes, ode rotating diffusers were used for
                              3N 61) 62)
experiments to enhaneing difÅíuSion. They mighr have apparent
effects as auxiliary deviees tb deterndne the sound power in
?everberant rooms. But,.those -devieeb" .are layge and expensive,
and therefo]?e, it is impyoper foy us to add them in this
reverberant test i?oom. Another method to achleve diffusion in
                                             63) 64) 65)
roouxs was to add f'ixed diffusers. These methods were popular
in Europe,.especially in Germany. Such panels were oÅíten used
when the sound absorption coeÅíficient of absorptive sanples
                                                 66)
                                                  . "ihe di:ffusionwere riteasured with Vhe ce'everberation-]?oom method
                                                       '
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oÅí the ve,oom would beJ'.aÅífeeted by the size-or th'e number of'
                                                            '
the panel, 'so that it wquid be necessary to be found out the'
proper condition of them. Hobu'over, this method was easy to '
practice and not so eÅqxpensive. Thei?efore, in this examination
stationary diffusers weye used "aS diffusing elements.
      'As the.materiaZ' '6f •-diÅífusihg pane'IS the hard boaMde•-
                         '
            '
which-had the dimens'ions of.Oi'9 pa by O.9 m by-6ne:-iunit. and
                                       ,
had the thickness oÅí 5 mm, was used. The weight of it was
4.2 kg" and therefo?e, the surface density was ca2eulated at
5e2 kg/m2.
                                     '
                              '
      In general, besÅ}des 'the weod materials, thin metal pZates
sueh as the iron plates weye often used.tis'" materials OÅí
difÅíusers. But, it is necessary for one to add the vibration.'-
isolation sueh as to cDat'' vibration isolation paints o]p fo
                                                               'grue diffeyent sorts of metals, if one use those matal plates.
And moi?e, as they ' are coraparatlvely heavy,-.it' is imProper to
su:-per-d theM sb many numbers.
      On the contra"e'y, Plywoods a?e ;acking in.weig.ht compa'red
                                                        'with hai?d boards. ThereÅío]?e, if plywoods have the sarne
                                     '
'surfaee denSi'ty as that oÅí hard boateds, they must ine; ease'
`bheix, 'own volume inevitablYs rChey are bulky. These are
                                                         'reasonDcr why hard boa]pds were used Åío]? matex'ials oÅí diffusers.
      The dimension of the diffuser was decided according to'
follontng assump"Lions: "ihe tes=b-' room has pooi) diffusion in
below 500 Hz-band. To have the effect in those low frequency
bandss the stze •oÅí difÅíusers must be as large as the wavelength
                    - 6'7)
of the sound geoneerned. The dimen$ion O,9 m is equal to about
        'one wav'  elength oÅí 380 Hz, and the tean' el whose slze is O.9 m
by O.9 m by one unit would have the ability to act to the;'
                              104
              '
lowest frequeney sound wave of 500 }{z--1/3 octave band. And
rnore, the diÅífusey-.rvghoSe dimensiQns wei?e fi.8 ni by Oe9 i.it was '
                                                    '
also."ased in the test.e rt is the one that two unit panels ay•e
linked tightly. The diraension 1.8 m is equivalent to about one
wavelength of 190 Trfz, and the panel Twhose size is 1.8 rn by Oe9 m
would be able to veÅíle'ct the lowest frequency sound wav-es of '
                         '250 Hz-1'/3 oetave band. ••
  ' In the followÅ}ng, the panel whOsel dirdensions''were O.9 m
by O.9 m was denoted by 1'AY .Panei,: ahd the ohe'whÅ}eh haS
the dimensionS of l.8 m by O.9 m was dertoted 'by ghe. name of
      The diffusing paneis were -suspended Åí]?oin the ceiling by
fine thveads as it was seen in Mgs. 2-5-5 .and 2--5-6. In the
experiment, the number of plate$ inun'g in the test roem was
12 by' the nunbe]? -of "A" panels, and this numbers were deeided
after t'aking•following two 'terms into consideratioA, that iS,
the total weights of painels and the q'uantity of Meverberation-
time changing with the nunbers (and the total surface areas) of
them. The eornbiAations o'Åí panels and t].eiy symbois were •
collected in Table 2-5-1 togethe]? with t]Le .-total su3?face areas
      If the room were in well dit'Åíused eondÅ}tion, th.e vaZues of
reverbeyation-time m. easured would not be diÅífe?ent in any point
          68)of the room. "to think them contrariwises the degree of diffusion
in the test room is able to be deeided by dispersions of
reverbe]?ation--time values measured in it. This was utsed for
auain'fieations of the test yooxn.
 i
      The isotropie sound source 'ernitting rariddm noise
was set on the copner (IZ) as almost aU normal modes we?e































































the reverberant test room.
Symbol {[!he •number oÅí diÅíÅíuseres Surface areasem2
Aec B'Åre
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 exeited by this POSitZ'On Of SOUree- Resvtlts were shown in
 Iable 2--5--2 about at 125 Hz, and 250 Hz-band. 'Che conditions
 that the total sut]?face aipeas became same were seleeted. The
 values (T) shown in it are ave)?age of 20 data.
       In f25 Hz-band, the standard deviation (SD) is slightly
 la]?ger in the conditibns .A12 and A6 than in the condition "no
 diffusey". Except thems however, the quantity of SD is tends
to diminish with adaition of diffusing panels, and 'the smallest
 value is given in the case that only HB" pane•ls are used.
                                                                   '
         t .t
                                            '
      ewhe -same'tendency is seen-.insvalues of average reverberation
time. That is, the longest value -is given in condition of oniy
"B" panels, and the shortest valUe in the condition of'
only HA" panels and .this value .is almost same as in "no diffuse]?!'
condition. bJhen both "A't and t'B" panels were used, ah inter-
mediate value was obtained. -
                             '
      'As above )?esults we]?e given Undea? conditions oÅí the sarne
surface areas.ort' pct"nels, the effeet- of aveeas on yeveyberaVion
times may' be neg;ected.
      The reason that the veveTbe?a.tion time was decreased a-nd
                           tthe-vefore, the total room absorption was incyeased in 125 Hz-
band bxLx addition of "B" paneis is though"u as foUows: The
panel "B" that has the ctimension oÅí a"8 m and which is equivan
alent +.o about one wavelength of G25 Hz sound wave would have
work on those f?equency band noises as obstacles, and it would
                  achave been vibrated by the sound energies of those band nQises,
                                                           tl
and thus, it would absovebed the energies of sound in those fre•-
quency bands.
X e7"rbm the measurement. it was found that the paltel "B" had
the resonanee frequency at 82 Hz.
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              '
      Decay curves oÅí sound pTessure ievel veysus stme.wewe'also
compa?ed with in condibions of Afi2, B6 and A6Bs that had the
sarne surface areas. Results were shown in Pig. 2--5-7. 0bviously,
differenc,es in cureves would be seen from the figure.
      In 2so gs z-band, the value of reverberation--time is not
different in eaeh difÅíuser!s condition including S!no diffuserri
condition. However, the value of SD becomes smaller with
addition of panels., Moreover, though one could not see from
tables, the value oÅí veveTberation--time was not diff-e?ent in .
                                                    'any condit•ion oÅí diffusers (T = i.6 sec to 1.7 sec), and the
           '
value of SD was not more than O.1 see in high.'frequeney bands
above 500 Hz-band. The reason is ichought as follows, that is,
adequate diffusion was already given in the test yoom before
instaUing diffusing elements, and therefoye the effect of the
addition of them was not com..e out.
     '
      To evaluate the state of diffusion in the test room
                                                                    vinstaUed the difÅíu''sers, sound pressuye level distributions
were also measured at each difÅíuser{s eonditionr Whe isotropic
sound souree was placecl at the coyner (II)• wei.'gh.the height of
                           't.O rn Åírom the Moor, and beioad band yandora notse was ?adiated
                                           'ÅíTom it and each 1/3--oct. band SPL was measured imeluding
the O.A. Ievels. [rhe sound pyessu]7e levels z-re2?g measured at .
arbitrai?y 20 points in t]ae test room and the standa?d deviations
we?F") ealculated. ResuÅ}ts weve gx'ven in Table 2-5--3 for all
conditions of difÅíuseys tested. -
                                                         /Whe standard deviation at 125 Hz-band is about 3 dB' and
this i,raiue is .".--,ew larger t'nan that in other bands. And, at the
condition of only "A" panels, the quanttty of SD tends to become
:a]?ge eompared with that of 'tno diffuser" condition. Howeverp
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it can also be seen that "B" paneis, work to diminish the degyee
                                          'of dis.neysien of sound pressupes, and this results prove.,that
"B" panels act on 125 Hz-band x]oises. But, the value of SD
in 'condition of only "B" panels is not so diÅíferent as' . that
in ,,•no diffuser"' condition, These wcu!d be eaused as the
dimensions of the test room was• not so long against the wave-
length oe those low frequency sounds that the sounst. ÅíieZd
becarne not well difSused eondition, and thus, the "B'e panel
represented the sufficient effeet .g.s a result.
      In 250 Hz-•and 500 Hz-bands, the standard deviation oq
           '
sound pressure levels becorces. eebpm-all 'by adding panels.
    'Especialiy at. the condition of Ag, good values of SD eQ.uld
be given.
      Above l kHz-band, the talue of SD was almost same (about
                                             't.O dB) at any diffuse]?es.eon{aitÅ}ons containing "no dififusern
coRdition. The reason is thought as ÅíoZlow+s, that is, as it
was w]?itten be-eo-ee, sufficient difÅ}nusion was already given in
this test room Åíor ?andom noise at least above a kHz-band, and
                                                    'therefore the efÅíect oÅí diffusers could not be yealized "i •.
appayently in results.
             69)
      ISO 3740 had given the uncertainty in detemmining sound
power levels at the largest value of the standard deviation in
dB. E]hese vaZues.in.i?e"vreve•rDe. yant- t.est ei]7cumst3neies weve shown
                   20År 21)in Iabie 2lt-5--4 (5741... -tmrk 3742e---reverberatioR room meeting
                         22)
special ?equii?emen'ts; 3743---special test Åéoom). Though these
values are standard deviations of sound power levels, it thought
to be nearly equivalent to ones of sound p?essure•ilevels as
sound iooinrer leve]s should be calculated f?om s,ound' pr•essure.
Ievels rfieasured'• fun the yoom. .
                              114
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  Judging Åírora values given in this table, this reverberant
 room is thought to be in al)owable eondition as the place
the determination o. Åí sound.power levels of the souree.
.1 16
              '
3. SOUND PRESSURE LEVIELS AND SOU)iiD POWER ll,EVELS OIP
     THE WOODWORKING MACHINERY
5.1. Introductory Remarks
           '
      ffIhe rnethods Åíor constructing some test rooms which were
given readily and cheaply according to the ai•m of this stvtdy,
and the expeniments for evaluating those rooms were described
in Chapter 2. Examinations were done wtth techniques of arehi-
tectural acoustics using broad band random noise. However, we
eannot conclude that tle' st rooras were qualiÅíieated completely
if results of the machinery noise sou?ees had not been given.
The reason is that the machinery emits narrow band noises and
the results given from them will make appear the praet.ical
                                              'merits or demerits of those test rooms.
      rn this chapter, the sound distribution Tesults given in
pi?evious test Tooms excited by usual woodwo?king rnachinery
noises were described. And ino-ee, the sound power levels of
those rnachinery sources were calculated with values of sound
pressure levels measured in each test room and they were
compared to each othey.
117
5.2. In the Semi-anechoie Test Roorn
      A simgle sureaee planer, a routei? rriaehine and a cireular
saw bench were used as the sound soUree. .Specifieations of
those machines were written in App. a. Noises of those rnaehines
were analyzed by constant percentage (3%) frequeney analyzer
                         'and results were already shown in Figs. 2-1-10 and 2-1--M on
                            'single surface planer noise and eircuiar saw noise, and the
?esult of router rnaclqime noise was shown in Fig. 3-2Tl. From
those yesu!ts, it can be recognized that the single surÅíace
           'planer vadiates low frequency and narrow band noise (rnain tmo
peaks exist at frequLencies 250 Hz and 500 Hz), aind the router
rn-achine has the main peak at `vhe frequency 200 Hz, but it has,
also, many peaks of simUa? levels in compayastvely broad fre-
queney range, and the circular saw radiates high firequency and
too narrow peak noise (main peak exists a"u the frequency 4 kHz).
 '
      Those rnaehines were set on near the edge or nreav tihe
corner of the Moor'-in turn in the test Toom, and the sound
pressure levels were measured with the sarne method as was
wwitten in previous seetions. Results weÅée showrt in FigS'.
5-2-2, 3-2-3 and 3--2-4. "Å}he hoipizontal axes 'ot these figures
rep]geesent the distanee fyom source wi.th logalithnie scale,
and values repy, esented by eircles are the veesu].ts given in
the original ]?oora space, i.e., in the woodworking shop-room.
[[!he stTaight lines dx,awn in'Åíigures represent Lvrehe Lvheoretieal
dec]?ease of sound p]?essure level aeeo?ding to lnve]Tse square
1aWe
      In the case that a single su?face planey was used as the
sourett and it was set on the corneve (II), uq•ovumd pres$ure levels
                                                             '
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Fig. 3-2-- fi Frequency analysis oÅí router    "-maenmenolse.
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measured in the seni•-aneehoic test room wei?e plotted with black
dots in I?ig. 3--2--2. The' O•Ae sound pressutee level was measured
at the side oÅí infeed opening of the planer, and the height of
tthe micyophone was O.9 m from the flooy. From thi$ figuze, i"t
can be seen that the sound pressure deereases'the level almost
theoretieally and the wavy-form pattern in distributionr',curves
might be di-syegayd6d, wh"e'•'thi$. w-avir pa'ttern is' .
obviously seen in the original room space. The sirnila]7 ]?esult
was seen in Fig. 5•-2-5. It was the result given in the case
that a router maehine was used as the sound source and it was
iocated at the edge (I). The height of the mierophone was 3.a rn
fyom the floor.
      From these resuits given bir low'frequency noise'sourees,-
it was realized that the free field eondition was able to be
                                             'formed ln the range Åírem nea]3 the souree to near the boundavy
wall in this semi-aneehoie test room. On the other hand, in
t]e ease that a ciycula? saw bench was used as the souyce,
there zgns seen a..'vioZent Mucf.uation of levels irp- distvibutio-ris
as it was shown in Fig. 3-•2--4. As was aieceady mentioned in
Sec. 2.5.4, this phenomenon was eaused by vefleeted souRd waves
from the concyete mortar floor that was the only reeflectabk-e
stwfaee for high frequeney sounds. ''ti"iguye 5-2-5 .
rep?esents the freequency analyses results given at distanees
of 1.4 m and 1.5 m from eireular saw beneh. One can see that
the rnain peak at the frequency of 4 kHz was vani.slted'.igi the -
undemeside figu]pe. Ttn$ phenorae#on blou!ct.be.caused P,y thevi.n,tg.ts
ferenee between di]?ect sound waves and reflereted sound waves.
                                       ':. mpeciaUy.high and narrow band noÅ}ses such as ciycular saw
noise, the sound field in- the semi-aneehoie test room is
        '
                                        '
                                                '
                                                           Lt
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 3.3. In the Reverberant Test Roo.vn
                                         '
 5.5.1. Without the stationa]?y diÅífusers
                               '
       In the reverberant test room,.. gs'was al?'eady.sta•ted,
sufficient diffusion was not formed i bi ' low frequency band
noiseS or nanvow band noises, These low f?equency noises are
often emitted by wopdworking maehinery. Therefore, it ts
necessary to know what distributions of sound pressures are seeen
in this test room by excitations of those machinery noises.
       The result given from single surfaee planer noise was
shown in r.ig. 5•-3-G cordparing with; the one at the semi-aneehoie
test room. The value plotted vgith cirele represents the one '
given in t] e sem.i-anechoic test room. The sound souyee was .
Placed at the cornece (II). The height of the micyophone was
O.9 m Åírom the floor. Sorae fluetuations of levels were seen
in the yeverberant test ?oom. [Vhe mean sound pressare level
(SPL) calculated frora values in the range between O.5 m and
2.0 m f]pom source gifas 92.6 dB and the value of the standated
deviatz'on was•2.6 dB. On the other hand, average sound pveessure
level given from a?bittrary 20 data measured ct"t t•he sam.e test
room with vaÅéious miSe. hej-gl)Å}'s st:as.87.3 dB and t-he standaz'd
deviation was ealcUlated at 3.4 dB. Whe reaso-n that the
diffe]?ence avonybe between' walues of SPL" ealeulated fz,om eaeh daCa
                                                         'given by different pa-easu?ements.(which is 5.5 dB)-
is thought .as Åíolloix-s, that is, ".]n-e sound source radiated the
sound energy much to the direetion of infeed side from opening ,
and theyefo?e, levqis raeasuped through lines ln this direction
i.zzevi",ipably becaine highey than values cbosen -J-nveoughout the reoomg
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 i.e., measured at avbit?ary 20 points. In othe? wo-pdspt suffieient
   '
 diffusion was hard to be foizrned in this test yoom excited '
by low f?equency and narrow band noise, especially' in the ca${:
 thaC the sound-souree has the 'strbng radiation direetivity"
      As another exarr-ple of low frequency noise souree, a router
maehine was used as the souree. [ilhe yesult was shown in Fig.
3-•3-2. The values plotted with eircles were given in the semi--
          'anechoic test room. The sound souree was located at the edge
                    '(I), and the height of the microphone was 1.1 m from the floor.
I'hough sound pressure Zevels a?e sllghtZy fluctuated in this
tes'b room, the descripan'ey is small and thus the e' est room is
in eorriparatively well diffused eonditions. The mean value
calculated from levels plotted in the figure was 86.a dB (
                                      'values nea? the soui?ce wegee exeluded). T)ae standa]?d deviation
was calculated at O.9 dB. The aveyage sound pressu]?e level
calculated fyom 20 values measureed arbityavily in the same test
eonditions was 86.8 dB and the standa?d deviation was 1.5 dB.
                       'The noise oÅí this maehine is radiated from comparativenevy srnall
bit (60 mm x 60 irtm, flat--plate-like) and the noise gene]pated
by rota`eing bit is radiated non--direetly. And more, f?equeney
spectra•of its noise is distributed in cor payatively wide ranges.
Pe?haD. s, these a]?e the reason that the values oÅí both SPLs
g"ere'not so difÅíerent.
      In Fig. 3-5-3, results of circulay saw mo1,Se yjas shosvn.,
VheL'sound•.source was set on the edge (I). The height oÅí, the
mic]?ophbne was O.9 m from the floo]?. One can see that intev•-
ference patteyn of levels is almost vanished in this `best room,
while this phenomena Å}s obviousZy seen in the semi-anechoic roorn











                        SouEttegpeo(?ltiOn:
CircUtar saw bench. . '
                            '




           O.5 ID 2.0
  Distance frcrg'g source (m)
SPL ve?sus distaatce Åírom seurce Åqci]?cular saw
bench) in the diSferent test rooms (in the semi-
anechoic test room and the reverberant test yooirn).
[rhe souree was placed at the edge (!). -
                                           ,i]
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              '
eulated from values plotted in the figure was 1.3 dB (valvtes
neave the sou]pce weye exclvtded). The average sound p)?essu]?e
level was calculated at 97.5 dB, and this value was almost the
same as was given Åíi?om 20 data arbiti3ayily chosen in the same
test ipoom ([rhe diffe]r'ence was only G.4 dB). [rhese' pesults
represent that thSs test roem is moye' usuabLefas'i Jthe--envi"ondi-
ment of sound measurements than the semi-anechoic test poorn
                                                                 '
          '
                                     .for high and narrow frequeney bp-nd noise sources. .
      And rnore. a vaeuum eleaner was used for the test. It is
              i
often used as the broad band noise source in acoustieal
examinations. [Dhe frequency spect]?um oÅí this eleaner, which was
given with eon.stant peecentage (39io) frequency analyzer.was
shown in rvig. 3-3"4. Mihe sound pi?essu]?e level distribution
was shown in Fig. 3-3--5. The loeation of the source was the
edge (I), and the height of the mierophone was O.5 m from the
floor. !n the range about O.6 m away Åírom the souree, sou.nd pres-
sures were distributed r,gMh (fita}mos"v-- t•he sanifiLe levels (the .
                                    -standapd deviation wct"s ealculated at 0.5 dB in these vegions).
NeaT the source, `vhe levels were slightly high as.4this range
was ci-ose to the inlet or the outZet"of air and thus resuits
raeasured there weine, per)hapss affected much by flow of air.'
At any rate, it is evident that the adequate diffuse field
                                                       gcan be formed in this test room exclude the neai7 of the srl"urce,
and tJherefoye, the test room ls able to be used as the 'bee--
verberant" room if 'L'he souree to be tested emits bvoad banxit
nolses.
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3.3.2. With the statiohayy diÅífuse?s
                             '
                                          '
      To give adequate diÅífusion in the eest ?oom, fixed diÅí--
fuseys were hung from ceiling arblt-ra]?ily. Ih the expe?imente
the sound pressure level measurements on machineyy noises were
practieed with the most effective condition of diffusers
chosen in accoydanee utth'
 the results of Table 2--5--5 (see Sec.
2.5.2 b), that is, the eonditions Agand A6Bs were selected.
"Å}he best value ort the standard deviation was given at the
eondition "Ag" i-p- 250 ffz- and 500 Hz-band. Almost the sarae
value was shown at the condition "A6B3"p and mone, under) this eon-•
dition, 'ehere ekisted !!B'! panels which wei?e effeetive to
125 Hz---'band noises. Therefore, these two diÅífuser's conditions
were used in examinations.
      A single surfaee plane?, a router machine, a ciycutla]? saw
bench and a vaeuun eleaner we?e used as the noise sourees.
These were the same machines-as wey'e used in, previous tests.
The sound sQurce was loeated at the edge (I) or7 the eo?nex} (II),
and the sound pressure levels were measuyed at arbÅ}trar-y'20
Points. 4
      "lable 3-3•-1 r'epresents the ]?esults oÅ}" single sui?jrace
planey noise. In it, 'over' all (O.As) '-s'ound p?essuye Zetrel (
averaged) and 250 Hz-a/3 oetave band sound pressure lev.as.l (
averaged), and f.he standai?d deviations (SD) ealeulated at
above two frequeney bands were shown togetheri wi th the results
S' y.4..!.'"Lo diffuse]?" eondition. (In 250 Hzv-b' and, the mai:n peak of
   .L
tinis planx er noise was contained.) It can be recognized frorfi.
this if'aale that the value oÅí the standayL?d deviation was layger
'i han that gtven !ni?om pandom noise alK)out a dB to 2 dB in each
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Table 3-3-1 The rnean value (SPL), and the
standard deviation (SD) oÅí SPLs (O.A.,
250 Hz-1/5 oet. band levels) rneasuyed
at arbitrgvy 20 points.
[[lite teSt room was exeited by single
surface plane? noise (setirce Position:
Z'
 oy XI). [iMe eonditions of diÅítusers
                                   eewere Åíonowing ; Ag, A6Bs, and N.D.
O.A.    NC.F. 25e Hz









































Center fregueney of 1/3-oct. band.
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band. This may be due to the bandwidth of noise radiated by the
pianer is narrow, and the]?efore, difÅíusion in the test room is
not so adequate as the case of band noise. Though the effeet of
diffusers was not found evidently in the value of SD, it is
woi?thy of notice that almost the saine average sound pressume
level (SPL) was given in between two source positions, especially
at the condÅ}tion "Ag".
     :n the ease that a eircular saw bench was used as the sound
sou?ce, ]?esults we]pe given in Table 3--3-2. Sound pressvtr}e
levels were measured at O.A. and 4 k. Hz-band in which the rnain
peak spectrum was contained. It would be reeognized frora the
?esult.given at the source location I that the value of the
standard deviation was decreased about a dB by the additioR of
diffusers. And, "uhe average sovtRd ppessuwe levels (SPL) had
almost the ss(me value at two diffepent source Positions (I and
II) by adding diÅífuser)s Åqboth "Ag" and "A6Bzs")e
     Results from router rnaehine noise is seen in Table 3-5-3
for several Å}Pi7equeney bands. Similar scesults were obtained in
ease of vaeuum cleanex' noise as we]pe seen in Table 3-5--4. 'l'he
results, at the sosczrce po'sition XI and at the diffuser,s .
eondition i'A-g" were omitted fi?opa- these two tabless as the values
of SPL and SD were almost same as ones shown in tables. F?oxr}
these yesults, the diffe'renee in quantities of SPL ore SD canno"b
be seen by the difÅíerence oÅí conditions on diÅífuseys, that is,
in eases between 'iwith'! and "withoutt' difÅíusers. Noises
]?adiated Åírom above machines have comparatively broad band-
width in both eage$. And, foy these types oÅí noises, adequate
diffusion had been formed ln this test noom before adding
diffusing panels. Ther)e would be the i?eason tthyiabove
                                        '
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Table 5-•3-2 [[1te mean value ÅqSPL), and the
standard deviation (SD) of SPLs (O.A.,'
and 4 kHz-llS 'o.ct. band levels) measured
at arbitra'ry 20 points.
[llhe test room was exeited by eirculay
saw hoise (souyÅëe position; I or u).
The conditiens oÅí diÅífusers: Ags A6Bs,
       scand N.D.
O.Ae c.F."" 4 ixHz
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      It is necessary to know whether the--.ntieasu]?ement results
aye difÅíerent too much oy not if data are deci?eased in nuinbey
foy saving troubles in' rneasuvementse To examine this pi?oblems,
Åíive values were pieked up at random Åírom 20 data measured in
above tests, and SPL and SD Twer}e also calculated. (As untrouale
                                                             'numbers to do measuyements, five in numbe]? we?e thought to be
proper.) Results wgre shown in Table 3-5-5 as b, c, d and-e.
?,]pom the test done with all eases sboihm in tables, it was found
that the ave]?age sound pressure levels of 5 data had no bias to
the rnean value of the population with the level of signifieanee
of 5 O/6.
      L)rom above pesults, it could be recognized that bette]?
enxfiiromn.ent Åíor sound rneasurements was able to be formed in this
iiaevevebeyant test voom especiaUy foy hÅ}gh fyequency noises o]?
come. aratively broad band noises, and the trouble existing in
the coll-eetion oÅ}" data was also able to be saved in iSu. And
moye, the standard deviation about 5 dB, which was the largest
value measured in this test ?ooma for narrow band machinery '
                                'nOise, would seera "eo be in nl'lowable iimÅ}ts , even if one rfiade
.,n






 3-3-5 [[rAe mean value (SPL),
 deviation ÅqSD) oÅí SPLs eÅí eaeh
 eaieulated fyom S data teok out
 20 values aybitrayily measured.
 oÅí difÅíusers is A6P3,. and the
 souree is tihe edge (I)
Singie'
 surfaee pianer noise
and the standard
maehinery noises
 at randem fyom
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5.4. Detemmination of Sound Power Level in Several
                                          '
       T'est envil?oumentg.
      Various experiments and eonsiderations had been earpied
out to evaluate the utÅ}lity of tbst.rooms''constructed for, this
study.
                         '
      In this seetion, the sound power levals oÅí the maehines
used fo? the experiment were caleulated and compared xnutual]y.
The sound pressure level data used for the ealculatSons were
the sarne ones presented in previous seetions excepic for values
given in the o?iginal space.
      Whe t'est enviromments the sound..'powere level was eornpared
were; a, the Semi-anechoic test yoom, b. 'the reverberant .test
       'yoom.in which difÅíusing panels were installed, and c. the
                                             '
                                            'original room (woodwo3?king sb.op-roorn).
      To determine the sov-nd poeger Åírom sound pressuye values
measuyed, one gnust use the equation switable fey the envi]?onnent
that the measuyement was done. These equations weve descyibed
in follows.
    '
a. In the semie-anecboie test room, the sound power level
(PWL) is de'termined accoydlng to the next foriraula, that is,
      IPWL = SPL + 20 ILogaor' +8 -- DI, (dB) (35.4.a)
where
      PinTIJ is the sound power lev61
      SPIJ "ts i."ne sound pressUre level.
               '
                                                           '
      This formula is 'de]?ived as fillows: Undsy esvhx-e f?ee-
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Åíield conditioh the sourid powey is helated to the sound pressure
                                                           'by the equation
                                           '
                                                                 '
      P=
where Pis power in watts .
               r is the radius of the sphere in meters
                                            '
                                                                 '
              pc is the charaeteristie inpedance of air
                 in'mks rayls
                                                   2
              pm is the mean sound pressure in N/m
           - Q is the dÅ}rectivity factor defined later.
      For a point souree Q takes the values 1, 2, 4, and 8 when.
                                                               'the sou?ce is places in mid-air, on a hard Moor, on an edge
   'between two adjacent hard surface and in a cgrne? of three
hard surfaces respectively.
                                                               '
      Tb"or hemispherical radiation of sound in a f?ee-Åíie!d,i.e.,
Q = 2, the sound power level is given by
      io iogio({:E./ = 2o iogGo(ig'[+ ao iogio( 2rcsg2 ) s.4.s)
whe)?e }L o is the reÅíerence sound power io"i2 watts, and po is
the rez", evence sound pressure oÅí 2 x lo-5 N/m2. "!hat is,
                                2'
                             2/Tr
                                  ) (5e4e5'År      pL-[L = spL + 10 loglo( s
                               o
                       Nt t
                           '
                        N
where SPL )'s the rnean sound pressure level and So is a referenee
surface area ofam2 , and therefore, '
      '
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      pwL = sPL + 20 loglor + 8,
                                        '
              'and where DI (Directivity index) = SPL -- SPL, so `vhat
                                                         '
      PWL = SPL + 20 10gaor +8- DI• Åq3s4el)
      From the result measured at ? = O.9 m (r is the distanee
Åírom souvece), DI was calculated at 1.3 dB for the single surface
planer. For the router rnachine, DI was deeided to be O dB (non`-
dii?ectional). Whe sound power level of the cireular saw beneh
was determined Åírora sound pressure level values given in the
semi-anechoic test room whose Moor Vgas eovered with woodÅíiber
                                                     'mats. DI of this r;iachine was 1.3 dB.
               '
b. In the reverberant test room, following equation was
used, that is,
      lo lo glo(}g = 2o lo gl o( g:) - lo lo gl o( TT.) + 10 ko gG o( \o)
                    pt 44, (dB) (3e4e4)
.
z.e.e
                                                               s
      PWL = SPIi -- aO loglo[P + 10 logloV - 14 (dB) (5.4.4)
whe?e T is t'ne yeveybvfii?ation time of the'yoom in sec
             v is the volune of the ]?oom in rp.3
            T is the peÅíerence rever)beration time a see
             o
            v is the ?efeipence volume a m3.
             o.
                                        '
      [lhis Åíormula is given as follows: Xn a diffuse fielde
the steady state sound energy in the ipoom is equal to the
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              -t-t
              ttdiffeyence between the sound. energy transmitted by the souyce
and that absorbed by the room boundaries. 'Sinee the sound
energy is diyectly propoytional to the sound pressure squa]?ed,
the relation between•the sound poTwe? emitte'd and"'the'?everbe]?ant
                                     '
                  'sound p?essure level can be shown to be '
              R 2 .e
                    '
                                                           '
                   .where R is the room constant (a function of Åírequency) defined
as R = So( /(1 -O( ), where S is the area of. the room boundaries
and af'ls tihe average absorption coefficient in the room. The
room constant is simply R = Sex = A where A is a measure of the
total absorption in. the room. The quantity A can be-dgtermined
indirectly with the aid oÅí the Sabine formula
                                    tt
                                             '
            '
by measuri-ng tine reverbeyation time of the room. T.. Substi-
                                             'tution of equathon (5.4.6) in (5.4.5) for R == A gives equation
(3.4.4).
   '
                                                 '
      "ihe value used for calcu;ations'were shown in "iable
3-4-1 (Diffuseris condition was "A6B3").
c. In the woodworking shop, the sowhd power level was
detemmined with the next fommuia, that is,
                                2 .-'
      pisi[L = sp -k = lo logao 2s7Cr, '. ' , s.4. 3') '
                             o
oy
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      ipTtg'l[, = SIPI], p•• K + 10 loglo S'
                               so
                      '
                               -
                                               '
where S is the measu?ement snrfaee area
              K is the envirotmentai correction in
from the curv7eO) given in Fig. 3--4-i.
      As it was already shown in a., above foi?mulae
to be used in a f]?eeLinield'. On the othe]? hand, tlj.e





    '
.
x
                                                   '
       '
                             '
  As it was already fiound fi?orn prevft;ous tests, the wood-
  working shop ]poorn is-in semi-yeveyberant sound field
  condiCion. ••Mhegeefosne, for this condition, the Åíollowing
  formula is adapted, that is,
     PWL " SPL - 10 10glo("4 7L ' ff.)i (5e4.8)
                                                      '
  where f(a) is the valid mp.asu]?e of the absorption in the
t
  ]?oom. It is p?efered to use f(a) = Six
                                        where a
                                         sa"D s
                        sab
  is the average Sabine absorption eoefficienC.
    ' Therefoye, in the woodworking shops the sound p]?essure
    'leveis oÅí the machine]7y were measured in a f]?ee-field papt of
the serr.i-revei?berant sound field (within the ]padius oÅí 1:m
f]?om the surfaee of the source, and exclude the area close by
      The' mean'souind ppessure level (SPL) wpitten in eqs.
(5.4.3') and (5.4.7) i,iyas evaluated fyom sound pr;essui?e levels
measuyed according to so--ealled Hmeas'ur}ement surfaeeu met7 h/ b'7d2?




               -x
 the heni ii sphere ov the re ct an gulaee paT aU el ep iped
Figs. 5-4-•2, 3-4-5--, 5-4-•4 and 3-4-5 for each
The 6-point arra7 y3)was used for spL rv,easuy6ments of vacuuni
cleaner noise (see Fig. S--4-2), and the sound power leveZ
was calcinlaled with eq. (3.4.3') at r•= 1 m.
A rectangiJLIage payallelepiped was used for the SPL
measurement oÅí single surfaee plane" noise, router machine
no 'i' se or cireul ar saw noise ( see 7, igs. 5--4--E , 3-- 4-4, and
5--4-5). The equation (3.4.7) was used for palculations
of PV•JI]s of those machines. The value of K and S were




      The sound powei? levels calculated with r.-teexxfuous equations
were eolleeted in ff'ables 3-4-2 to 5-4-5 for all 'tes't'maChines.
      For almost all cases, +.he sound power level hb.d the
   '
             'largest value in the original room space, i.e., in the wood---
working sbop-room, and had the smallest vaiue in the semi-
aneehoie test rooml In the yeve?beyant test room, the value
of PWT" was' mcst]y srn-aUg;p than the one gi-vren in the original
room space in any Åíyequency band coneerned. And the differenee
between them was layge in, low frequeney bands. The exaxnples
                                                           'are seen in ease o!n single sbvfaee planer noise ove routey
machine noise (see b. and c. in tables). On `vhe other hand,
ac As the sound pyessuye level in the semit-anechdic test
?oom was calculated Åí'"om oniy one measuyement value (at
the•• distance of O.9 m from sou]?ce), sora, e questions may
extst on the comparison with othex's.
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 large as was seen in case of eireuilar s'a'w noise result ,• The
                                          'reason is thought ,Po be as follows, that {is, 'e'speciaUy-at low
f?equeneies there aFe oRly a limited number of poymal rnodes
 (see Sec. 2.1 note) in a yoorn of iimited size and ÅíurtheTrnore
these mode have different damping. XaJhen a sound souree emits
noise in the room in the range wheye there are few normal modess
oniy a part of the frequency ?ange would be ]?epresented in the
diÅífuse field, especially the Åíi?equency regions lying near the
re$onanee frequencies. At frequtencies aw•ay Åí?om the resonaneies
the exeitation is reduced and the contyibution to the total
           '
sound pressure would be little. As a result the sound pressure
level rneasvtred-, and the sound powe? deteTrn,ined, would be low
as eompared to the case of free field where the contribution
f:fiom Uhe individual frequencies- emitted by the source to the
totai sound pressure is independent of the roo3mt).
      In a Åíree-field, the direectivity oÅí the sound source
mus`b be kno}"'n exactly to detemmine the sound poweve. If one
want to omit this quan'ti`by, one must take many data on sound
pressure levels to eaÅ}cuÅ}ate the raesn sound pressure ievel
t-nuly. Howevere, much labor would be necessary to do them.
And. more, the desirable fptee-f-fi eld is not given easily in
roopa$ as was shown in this study. On the other hand, the
diÅífuse field is able to be given with aUowabl-e limits in
the reveyberant test roorv.. In this test enviyoranent, tn" e
measurement positiong are able to be chosen ai'bityarUy if
the a]?eas close by the source aye exciuded, and the data
need not be taken at so many positions. "lhe sound po-we-p
leve]ttw,s-tima"ve-d in t',"nis test room, fu2?thsrmore, hastct only a
                 'Åíew difSereces oÅí lbveis cemP'a]?ed with the value eslleu!g`ted
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TabXe 3-4-2 lhe
ealcuiated at
sound powe? level oÅí tshe vaeuum.eleaner
 each room condition.






































                      unit; dB
 Center Åíyequeney of 113-eete bsnde
 In the serni-aineehoic test room
 In the reverbe?ant test room
 :n the OriginaX rcom (in the Åímee-•
 fieid part)
 gemi-tanechoic test room, the vacuuxn cieanege
1evel-s-ble?e ne't measured.
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 TabZe 3-4-3 [lkie seund power levei ot the single
        surfaee planer 'ealc'ulated at eaeh yoom
        eondition.
 125 HZ -ee 67e3 74eO
 250 HZ '- 86e9 89e6
 500 Hz •- 75.2 78.2
             '
  OeAe 88e8 89e5 91e7
                               unit:dB
 -e Unmeasured.
                                 '
Ta.bXe 5-4-4 The sound powe.p levei-- of +.he routew
      maachine ealculated at eaeh aveonL condition.
400 HZ pt' 75e4 8ae{
 O.A. 82e3 84eO 87e2
                               unitg dB
O" Unmeasuyed.
































             unit:
the ealculation was









in the freee-fbe1d eondition.
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4. CONTCLIJSION
       [Vhe following may be concluded from the experiment
                                                     t
                               'desc?ibed above.
      In a common room suLeh as a factoyy-room or a woodworking
shop--room, the theoretieal sound field is hard to be formed.
Especially in a region distant f]?om the souree, a ÅíZuctixant
distribution of sound pressui?e levels were often recognized in
the woodworking shop-yopm tested as one of eommon test rooms,
in the case that noises containing low frequency components
wepe emitted there. Perhaps this phenomenon is related to
room resonancies, and caused mainly by sound waves peflected
from boundaries.
      To remove the cause of it f]?om sound field, two'methods
weve considered; one was to make the sound fileld raore aneehoie
:by omitting the reÅílection from boundaries, and the other was
to make sounds mo?e diffusible in a room by increasing the
refleetion from boundayies.
      [the Åíipst me.thod was exaraip-ed by 'making new test spaee
surrounded by cZoth curtains or woodfiber mats. As this.test
roorn was aimed to be built in any reom spaee, the voluiTr.e of
it inevitably had to be smail. But it had the negative
effect on mantng the room '?anecboiet'. And moye, mate.T.tals
used for boundaries did not have better absorption to the
low f]?equency noises. The hard floor, whieh was not eovered
with absorption materiais for setting machines, had the
                           'undesii?able effect on tLhe measuvernent field espaciaily in case
of high frequency and nar?ow band noises.
      1he othe? method was examined by making the reverbe?ant
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test room whose walls were made of lauan plywoods in the sarne
woodworking shop-room. To give adequate diÅíÅíusion in low
frequency ranges, thin aluminum plates were nailed on the
surface oÅí pl:ywoodts waUsg and then stationary' difÅíusers were
installed in the room. rehe former improvement did not take
so good effeet, but the othe]? had better inf].uence to those
frequeney noises. If the state of difÅíusion in rooms can be
                                                             '
expressed by the standapd deviation, the value of it is not '
                       '
                    'more than 1.5 dB for band noises above the center frequtency
250 Hz and about 5 dB at the worst cese on maehinery noises.
These values ought to be in the limits recommended in ISO
Standard if the nature of this room is taken into consideration.
     Th'e sovtnd power levels of rnachinery sourees caieulated from
                                                      'pressure levels measured under several test eonditions
were slightly diÅíÅíerent to eaeh othev. ' Espec'z'ally, the valvte
obtained in the reverberant test yooi was smaller than the one
in the free-field part of the woodworking shop-yoom in almost
all the case. But the difference in levels was small, and
theref-'ore, one may conclude that if one eonsider "vhe laboy
on coUecting data for the determination oÅí sound powers of
souyces, the reve]?be]?ant test roorFn built in this study is the
                                        'most suitab!e place for the test.
                                                             '
     In general, it is not necessary to consider the shape (sueh
as a cube oi? a rectangle) of rooms in the.Qase that anechoicirooms
are constructed. Unde]? the yeverberant-r;oom-condition, however,
                                                 'it becomes a matter of eoncern- as the no:rmal modes o'Åí the room
dee!}ease the nuLmbe? in a eubic room eornpaped to that in a
reetanglai? i?oom (see See.2.G.5.note)s But, judging f]?om resvtlts
of this study, above disadvantage is not so great, gnd thereSore,
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even in the cubic test room, the measurem. ent is practiced wen.
Thus, if the Åío' ym of the tes.t room would be not a eube but sueh
a rectangie that has vecommended ratnoj)o74)k5Vi : 3V'2i or 2:3:s for
height:width:length, more aeeurate results might be obtained.
                                                            '
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        Insruments and Techniques of Measurements
     sources
                        -
        '
                 '
 Isotropic sound source (Fig. 1)
    B&K, Type 424a
SpeciÅíieations
   High frequency unit
      Directional eharacteristic: Isoticopie within S dB
                            '
               Åíor frequencies below
                                       52)
                                   3 kHZe
      Diametei?: 200 rrim
                                   '
  Low freguency unit + High i4requeney unit
     Diyectional characteristic: Isot]f}opic within 3 dB
                                   -{or trequeneies below
                                       52)
                                   1 kHZe
     Dimensions: Heighv' (with HF unit)...1000 mm
     Diaraeter: 400 rmm
                                                '
  Accessavies: Poweve Ainplifie? B&K Type 2706
if•J/oodworking machinery
Hand feeCL planev (F'ig. 2År
      SHO DA "l ype HP fi 53
                Dimensions: 660 (!ar) x 191e (L) x 965 (H)
Specifications
               ec
    CvLtte?-litead...Diameter: 200 marn .
        '
                  Length: 325 mm ' '
                                         '
                  gVhe max. number o-", lmives: 8
    "ihe retation speed of" the spkxdle:t• 2G,40. -tt'480'i rn.m
                       164
* This cutter-head is a special-made one, and 8
slots are opened for setting knives (see Fig. 3).
These slots where knives are not set are able to
be filled with plastic covers. Thg rotation
speed of the cutter-head is able to be changed in
21 stages with 7 pUllies.
*b. Single surface planer (Fig. 4)
IIDA
-* Thi s machine is produced as one of "low-noi se-
type" machines by Dr. Sugihara and et al.
The outside of this machine, therefore, is almost
all covered with casting or thin steel plates
excepting the infeed and outfeed openings.
Specifications
Cutter-head••• Diameter: 100 rom
Length: 400 rom
The number of knives: 3
The rotation speed of cutter-head: 5050 rpm
c. Router machine (Fig. 5)
SHODA frype RO-116D
Dimensions: 800(W) X 1100 (L) x 1300 (li)
Specifications
Bit ••• Dimensions: 60 mrnx60 mm (flat-plate-like)
*'I'he rotation speed of spindle: 5960 rpm
* The max. speed is 20 OOOr-pm, but, in the test





 Cireula]p saw bench (Fig. 6)
       SHODA Dimensions: 800 (W) x 600 (L) x 850 (H)
 SpeciÅíications
                                         '
        Circular saw...Diametex': 255 rnrn (miter saw)
                       The ntmber of teeth: 100
                       The max. blade width: 15 mm
        The rotation speed of spindle: 4Jt20 rpm
 Vacuum cleaner (Fig. 7)
       HI[vAcHi [vype er, -•v GoosG
                 Dirriensions: 500 (Dia.) x 450 (H)
                      '
 Ivl'easurement Instruments
Licveophoni e (ii?ig. 8)
   1/2-inch condeneer micropbone-e B&K Type 4G35
     a--inch condencer micropbone BtziC Iiype 4a45
   '7C This i-icrophone was used only iaor the measurement of
  reve]?beration times.
  '
Sound level mete]? (be"ig. 9) B&TkC [Pype 2209
One•-third octave band fUtei? (Fig. 10) JTu?IC Type BP--10A
                     '
                  MFrequeney analyzer'"
 (iiPig. 'll) B8cK Type 2a20
-ÅÄ This analyzer is a constant perceriitage bandwidth
  analyzer, and have four seleetable bandwidth, 19io, 3ef6,
   tOO/o and fi/3-octave. In this study, machinery noises
                                                       '
                                       rweve analyzed with a bandwidth oÅí 5 "fo exQepi •for-the
  hand Åíeed pianer noise analyzed with a bandwidth of a
O16e
166
lFig. 1 Isotropic sound source
Fig. 2 Hand feed planer
i• 167
Fig. 5 [Lthe special-made
planer.
cutter-head of the hand feed
Fig. 4 Single surface planer
168
Fig. 5 Router machine
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Triig. 9 Sovan d level meter
Fig. 10 Cne-third octave bartd pass filter
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],
Fig. 11 Frequency analyzer
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                                    '
      Level recorder (b]ig. a2) B8cK Type 2305
               '
                      ac
      }Nioise generator (Fig. 1.5) B8cK ["ype 1402
      )e This noise generatoy pyoduces a noise signal with
        uniform spect?un density in the fi?equency range' 20 -
        20 OOO hz wi'th a t]?ue Gausian (norirnal) arnplitude
        distribution.
                    '
  3. rvleasurement Tectmiques
  5.1. Reverberation time
      Tihe measurement set-up uas illutstrated in Fig. 14. The
broad band -oandom noise (pink noise was used in the test) was
radiated fyom ag isotyopic sound source located at the eovneve
of Luhe test geoom, and 'the revembexation times we?e measured
at one-thied octave band frequeney ranges (eontaining O.A.
values). The centei?,Åí]f)equencies of those bands were 125 blz,
                                                               '
250 H.7., 500 llze 1 kHz, 2 kHz, 4 kHz and 8 kHz. At 125 Hz-- and
250 Hz•-band, the veeveyberation-time was mea•sured 20 times (at
5 mie. posit,ions, and 4 times at 'each position). At 500 Hz--
band and O.A., measurem,ents weye made 15 times (at b- mie.
positions, and 3 times at each position). At 1 kHJ7-- and 2 kHz--
band, 10 tim-es of rneasu]?enents were made (at 5 mi• c. positions,
and 2 times at. each v.osittion). above 4 kHzT.band, measuyemen'ts
were msTde 5 times (at 5 mie. positions, and single time at each
bosition). •
.
        '
      The x)eeoyding eoi.tditions of the reeoyde]? were as foUows:
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Fotensiometer Range 50 dB
Potensiometer 50 dB
Rectifire fu~S
Low. Lim. Freq. 50 Hz
Writing Speed 400 rr~/sec
Paper Speed 30 w~/sec
The decay curves recorded on papers were changed into
numerical values, i.e., decay times in sec by the aid of the
protractor (B&K, Type SC 2361).
Sound distribution
The same measurement set-up as was shown in Fig. 14 was
used in the case that the test·room was excited by broad band
random noise. Even if the room was excited by machinery sources,
the recording system was not different from above one at all.
The microphone vIas traversed at intervals of 10 cm through
lines selected for the test with parallel to the floor. This
41)
lIwalk aiftrayll method ~..;ras used in Sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4,
2~5, 3.2, and 3.3. And then the microphone was located at
arbitrary 20 points by turns, and sound pressure levels were
also measured. This method was used in Sections 2.5, and 3.3.
1 7 5
